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. : "Bakke and Beyong,",a cortfeibnCe cosponsored by.the Educatjon COinmik-
sion of the States and the Justice Program of theNspen Institute, took plae
on April 26,:1971), in Washington,-.D.C. The participants confronted the facts
and implicationS. of what 'one of them called the tnost'imeortant'issue far
higher education that has er come before the SupreMe Court oi the llnited

%.

. -
States. . . '

.
i

.....,

A

-
The 'slue, of course, is the constitutionality of Vecial,admissionsuprograrts
for Minority applicantsk.The cotirts decision on the Bakke case will have
profoynd'iMpact on afi inktitutions of higher education in which there are
stbstantially more applicants than places and where Oeffbrt has been ma
to enlarge the number of minority registrants by giving some. kind
preference to kuch'applicints.

This booklet' offers 's,Krne pagers and' remarks delivered at the,conference, In.
the hope that they., ay be useful :to educators, political leadeos arid:otheis
who are struggling to fird the riglit course in a difficult area of social policy.

I

. ;.
s . ;

NOM: On June 28, 1978, the'.Surireme Court of the United States
handed down its decision in the Bakke ase. Notes on this decision
.are' found in Appendix III. We are inde tee to Newsweek, Inc, and
The New York TimelPomPtiffdr pe, fitting reproduction of their
material.

,s.
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. Louis Rabineau
-Dirpitor, InservicietEducarion &want
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.' Robert B. McKay
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a,

k. IntrOdUCtiOn

_

.1° ..t
However the U.S. Supreme Court rules on' the Bakke clise, we:are left with
the basic need to ,make higher education accessible to minority students. If
our traditional approaches are not effective, or if they are illegal, then we
must find othbrs, We must develop' strategies that are legal and contribute to
the attainment of our long-sought objective of equality. We must continue
our efforts to provide opportunity to those who hiave been denied it in the
past.

.%
Discrimination has beep with us for a long time_ No matter how fervently we
might seek its elimination, it is tied into the warp and woof of our lives
not only in education or in admissions to professional schools. Some progress
has been made iri correcting the situation, but it often seems that we began
"a day late and a dollar short." Educators alone cannot solve this national
Problem. Yet, betause of the critical importance of education in the lives
and ,futures of people in this country, they have an obligation to play a
major role.

p

s

We must review with extraordinary care our current practices in higher :. ,.

p education. The "we" in this review should not be limited to admissions
officers or even the faculty senate, livt should include all those responsible ,... .

for providing institutions, programs and dollars, as well as those who. are
affected directly by admissions policy the students themselves, and ,

minority group representatives .in Particular. We need lawyers and other. .

experts to help us find ways to get something done, not to tell us why we
can't do it We need to create- understanding where it does hot

0
currently

'ex ist.

There is much misunderstanding of what postsecondary institutions are
trying to do to provide greater opportunity for people from minority groups.
Working in a web of unexamined beliefs, shibboleths, traditions, cfrcumstan-
ces and 'an acceptance of things as they are, we need to correct the record,
grovide information and clearly show the advantage to all of assuring the full

' involvement and maximum contribution of all segments of society. We
cannot do, this quickly or aloqe. We, need to form coalitions. Officials, '. 't.,
organizations, associations and individualsi all .have a role' to play. We must
agree On what can be dorte and the strategies for accomplishing it.. .

,
3 .

As we proceed, we must avoid mechanistic approaches. It may sound simple
to set up a lottery with a minimum qUalifying level, for example, or td run
admissions by means of appointmentsiby elected officials and others, or to
establish contractual arrangements whereby people are referred by other
Agencies. But if we are looking for Success we geed to be realistic. We need

..

6

vii
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,
to refognixe/what can be accomplished within the existing framework of.
higher education instktutioro in this county.
, ..,,

, N
-"Vhativer the court decides; we need the best ideas. that can b generated by
all of "die interested parties. Only proceedhig on this basis pal we make
headway in our quest to provide equal opportunity. for all, lit will not be
easy, but-I believe it can be done. -.0 i

. .,

Warren G. Hill
Executive Director
Education Commission of the States
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An.45vervieviof the Bakke Case

and Its Possible Implications-

hobert,B. McKay
Director, Program on Justice, Society and the Individual

Aspen Institute tot Humanistic Studies
1 .

0.1.,,,, _.

The. Bakke case =."'raore formally, Regents of-the University of California .

(Davis) v. Mai!' Bakke is the case with everything, Or at least something
for everyone. , .,

. i ' I .
In the American con'stit'utional law tradition, giomentous...issues are °Rep
triggered by a -single individual who jnay be almost forgotten, in the process.
Alt.hough the case technically inmolv4s only the validity of denying Allan -

Bakke admission to igedical school in 1974, there is-no assurance that he..
will get a final answegin X978. In effect, it has become a class action for the
decision of large questions of constitutional law with a potential Mr
enormous' impact. on higher education and even bdyond into other areas of
affirmati action: .

The Bakke
issues. The
at Davis w
respects to
particular cas
may not be
and conitituti
decision, and
perimeters with

Whatever the dec
will be substantial.
to' medical school
the admissions pro
the latter question
programs at all reed
education. The decisio
affirmative action pro

case is not a perfect case for the .decision of those complex
dmissions program at the University of California Medical School

not typical of other special. admissions programs; indeed, in
e noted It Was extreme. Moreover, the'facts surrounding the

are not as.clear as one would like. Although the Bakke case
e ideal vehicle for deciding these vital questions of educational

al pojicy, the U.S. Supreme Court has accepted the case for ' ":

e decision will sprobably bear the , burden- of. fixing die- ";
which educational policy mist--operate. .

:

.

ion, as to Allan. Bakke, the ripple effect of the pFoceeding.,,..;-
The narrow question of whether Bakke must be admitted;
ill be overshadowed by the larger question pf whIther

at Davis if, constitutionally valid or got. A riling on:
ill carry vast implications. for preferential admissions

al schools, law schoOls and 'other units of.,h)fhe
will _almost inevitably have implicatiohs ,f0i`otheF
; including employment generally.

7
, , .

. .

What the Supreme Court ys Bakke .4111 also be stugiled weltvance to
its 1954 decision in Brow v. Board, dr" EatiCaliOth ferbidditiegovertfinent- ,
imposed segregation because of discriminatory intenivied inaktAt. The new"'
question is this: Did Brown assure equal educapon opportuntor through
secondary school, only to have the door closed 'at t4: ctillege 'andprofession-
al school level for lack of suff,iciatit education.ittainmentg .

epkke and Beyond
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We must ask what the Court's answer will
say ofthe American character. Racisth, we
know, persists in the United States. Can its
impact be limited by p(rttlyoate voluntary ac-
tion, as was the intent .tht:Davis Medical
Sehool, or does that effort, however,benign
in purpose, unconstitutionally deprive other .

T Americans of the equal protection of the
laws? In short; is it possible .to begin the-
process of Compensatiqg 'for past' Injustice
without inflicting new/injustice on persons
innocent of any discriminatory practices?

Indestianding of the issues in Bakke is,
impeded by the use of code wards 'and

siOns programs
benevolent or

o examples
e issue. .*

phrases to characterize ad
to nuke them sAtm relativel
relatively malevolent. Consider
of the use of semantics,to cloud

First, the admissions prograni.at l Medi-
cal School has been charactertzettb ends
as ."affirmative action," which' sou4lebe ign
enough, and by foes as "reverse discrirn
tion," which sounds pretty bad. In betve
are the more neutral (and probably more
accurate) descriptions of "minority-sensitive
admissions," "swcial admissions" and "pref-
erential admissions."

-'Second, the' program at Davis is sometimes
described as a "quota" system, a term carry-
ing historic connotations Of discrimination
on grounds of religion, race, sex and ethnic
background. The same program' iLdescribed
by its supporters as a system of "goals and
tiinetaliles," the phrase ofte,a used in federal-

.ly mandated programs of affirmative 'action.
In fact, a number of the amicus curiae briefs
on behalf of the University of California
affirm their disapproval of quotas, but pro-
claim this a. system of goals. What both,
descriptions have in common is an ingredient
of nunjbers of minority students_whosead-

-emissio&\ is sought to redress a past and
continuing imbalance,

The Facts of the Bakke Case. In view of the
semantic confusion that surrounds Bakke, it
is time to stite as objectively as possible the
central facts f the case. Mari Bakke re-

, ceived a 'deg in mechanical engineering
from the Unive ity of Minneiota in 1962.
After graduate st dy there and Service in the

4

2

-
United States Marine Corps, he completed a
master's degree in mechanical engineering at
Stanford University in 1970, By 1972 he
had completed the prerequisitees for medical
School.

0$

In 1972 Allan Bakke applied for admission
Co two medical schools and was rejected by
both. In 1973 he applied to, and was reject.
ed by, 11 medical sehooli. In 1974 Davis
turned dOwn his second applicaticln. to that
school despite the faCt that his pielaw
school grade point average (GPA) and his
Medical College Admission Al (MCAT)
scores were higher than most or all the 16
minority applidants who were accepted.

The Davis Program for .medical school admis-
sions operated on two ilevels. Ini,a class of
100 the general admissions_pagram made
decisions for 84 places, based on a complex
formula of GPA, MCAT, interviews and even
some 'preferences based on geography or
other special factors. Although race and eth=
nic background were not taken into colitid.

.eration, sbveral nUnority_ students were ad-
mitt4d in 1974 as part of the gpneral admis-
sions program. ..

d
. The Task Force Program, separately adminis-

ere, was ostensibly a program to select 16
`disadvantaged" applicants. In practice, the
laces ,were almost invariably awarded appli-

cants of minority race or specified ethnic
background.

When Allan Bakke 'was denied admission to
Davis in 1974, he 'sued in the California
state courts, alleging violalion of the equal
protection clause of the 14th amendment to
the United States Ccrnstitutiqn, a imilar
provision in the California ConstAution and
title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
which bars discrimination' on grounds of
race, sex or religion in federally assisted
prbgrams.

The e trial court upheld Bakke's claim on all
the ground, he had urged, but conditioned
his, admission on proof that he would have
been admitted if there had been no Task
Force,Program. The Supreme Court of Cali-.

fornia also held the Davis program invalid as
a violation of the United States Constitu-

.

8 Education Conitnission of the States'
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tion, but. without reference to the state
constitution or federal statute. Significantly,
it shifted the burden of proof on the- ercii.1-
Mon decision from Bakke to the university,
ordering his admission unless the university
could establish that he would not haye been
adliitted if there had been no Task Force
'Program.

When the university, conceded that it. could
not Meet that challenge, the California Su-
premetourt ordered Allan Bakke admitted.
That order was stayed by the Supreme Court

of the United States in agreeing to review the
case in a brief order in February 1977. The
case was argued in_ October 1977. Soon
thereafter the Court asked for additional
briefs on the applicability of Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act to the case. Following the
filing of those briefs a decision is expected
before the end of the present term of the
Court sometime in June 1978.

Meanwhile, the case has attracted the highest
level of interest of any Supreme Court case in
recent years. More than 50 briefs amici curiae
were filed by early June--.19/7.' Additional
briefs were filed when:, the United States
subsequently entered thci.sase in qualified
support of the university! The United States
brief argued that it is permissible for a
university to adopt a "minority-sensitive" .

program, but that the record in this case was
not sufficient to establish whether the Davis
Program met the recommended test or.trans-
gressed the permissible. Accordingly, the brief
asked the Court to remand the case to the
California courts for further fact-finding.

Points of Agreement. Although differences
remain sharp as to the proper outcome of the
Bakke case, there are a number of proposi-
dons not at issue

1. No one disputes the importance of the
case. Higher education is generally recognized
as, the gatekeeper to conventional success in
the United, States. If way's are not found to
assure minority group members access to
higher education, including the professions, it

'will be increasingly difficult to attain the
integrated society to which all aspire.

'2. Racism persists in the United States. Af-
, firmative efforts on the part of the private

Bakke andliepind
9

1.
le 4

and the public. sector are essential to the
rooting out of discrimination on grounds of
race or ethnic background.

. .

3. Minorities are seriously underrepresented
in higher education, when measured in terms
of their proportion -Of the total population or
even when measured against levelsrgenerally
conceded to be desitable for racial and ethnic
mix inhis country.

A. If even the present proportion of minori-
ties in selective institutions of higher educe-
lion is to be maintained, some preference
must be continued. The figures are veil/ clear,
for schools of medicine, law and engineering,
for example, that the percentage of minority
students now in those schools (on the average
8 to 10 percent). would decline t 50 to
percent of present levels.

5. The admissions process is imperfect, par-
ticularly in placing princirial reliance on such
mechanical standar& as st scores and grade
point averages. Even tho h those factors are
reasonably reliable in 'pr icting performance,
particularly in professio al schools, there is
no claim that they can be to predict
posteducation success a profession or in
life. However the parti ler case is decided,
efforts should be redbu ed to find new ways
to test for determined , perseverance, abii-
ity ) to 'ovel-dOme obstocies (such as racial
discrimination) and pr4spect.s for eforvice in
needed sectors of the ecdhomy.

6. Finally, in this roster of agreement, it is
generally acknowledged that Davis did (..not
accept any applicants, minority" or majority,
who were not quadded to perform* the level
of work required at that sdhool at that time.
Similarly, it would 6i a dissekice to individ-
ualsand to the need for educated profession-

"- als to accept any hidividual not qualified to
coniplete the\presclibed ceihrse at Davis. or
any other institution of higher education.

'Points of ,Disagreement. Despite the ateas of
agreement above identified, there remain im-
portant differences:

1. ,Does the ( institution permit taking race
or ethnic background into account in admis-
sions decisions? The debate. do the Constitu-

, done'', issue is fueled by the.fact that the

It

4
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(1.

_ .

precedents point both ways. Brown and some
of its prpgeny suggest a color -blind Constitu-
tion. But a. number of cases in the same line
have permitted the use of race as a factor in
determining' he need for busing or the draw-
ing of school district lines. Election cases and.
employment cases have also taken race into
account for some purposes. The reality is that
a lawyer of average competence could write a '
rational constitutional argument either way.
There is no controlling precedent on this new
problem.

2. Dipgreement is sharp as to the workability
of alternatives to preferential admission. The
California Supreme Court acknowledged argu-,
endo that there is a valid social purpose served
by enlarging the proportion of minority medi-
cal students, but said -that result could be
accomplished by enlarging the size of medical
schools, increasing recruitment efforts or giv-
ing preference to the disadvantaged without
regard to race: Proponents of special admis-
sions reject each of these alternatives, arguing
that classes cannot be enlarged sufficiently to
bring in significent numbers of minority
students; recruitment efforts are already sub-
stantial, and the "disadvantaged" criredon
would principally produce more +hite appli-
Cants.

.t

3. M ore speculative is the question as to whit%
impact denial of preferential admission'
would have on affirmative action prOgrams
and on race relations generally. Supporters of
preferential admissions fear that an adverse
decision would also jeopardize affirmative
action programs and predipitate racial strife as
minorities came to believe that appOrtunities
for access tg, higher education and for ad
vancement in employment were &sec) to
them.

The Three Most Comrhon Questions About \I
Bakke. It is of course not possible to offer a
definitive answer to any question until the
Siipreme Court speaks. But ittis important to

4

l

1.

,s.

r 1

think about thq future. Here are some specu-
lations, all of which will soon be overtaken b
the action of tha Court.

1. When will the ease Us; decided? Before
end of June 1978 (unless the upr'ine Coud
puts it over for reargument or r Inds the
case to the Califia .courts or further
fact - finding).

e

1

2. What are the possible Oecisions? The Su-
preme Court could iffirni the decision of the
California Supreme Court, holding the Davis
plan invalid; But this could be for three quite

1 different reasons; (a) the Cotirt could hold
that race could never be taken` into account,
thus invalidating the plan; (b) theCourt could
hold that race is a permissible factor, but the
Davis plan is defective because it involves a
quotas or (c) the Court could hold that race
mity .be taken into account, but only on the
explicit direction of a legislative body,' state
or federal. On the other hand, the Supreme
Court could reverse, upholding the Davis plan
(and by inference nearly all others). Taking, a
less strong position, the Court could hold that
race ern be taken into .account in a goals and
timetable way, reversing and remanding to the
California courts for fact-finding.

3. What next Whateveiothe decision ," the
important thing is for the media and the
'higher education community to react respon-
sibly and carefully, ot reading more into the
decision than iithere, and planning thought-
fully for a future to include constitutional
efforts for a rational system of successful
integration of higher education.

OrganizatiOns such as the Education Commis
sion of the States, the State Higher Education
Executive Officers, the American Council on
Education, the Association of American Law
Schools and the Association of American
Medical Colleges will, be confronted with an
important challenge to. keep the .iilierican
Dream from falling apart.

10 .

Education Commission of the States
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Brief Remarks &Four Conference Participants

Laity M. Lewinsicy.
AttomeNew York City .

.. ,
'

.

The Task Porde Program of the Davis Medical Scho'Ol provides an excellent .
example of how not to organize special admissions progiams from either a legal
or education stapdpoint. . . .

First, there was a fixed racial quota initially 8 out of 50 places; thereafter16
out of 100 places in each entering class. Archibald Cox conceded On oral
argument before the ,U.S. Supreme Court' that 16 places were "set aside" fOr
"qualified disadvantaged minority -applicants" and that this "put a limit" on
the number of places for which nonrninority -applicants could compete: The
recent Carnegie Council Report on. Selective Admissions in ifigher Education
states that "from the perspective of sound educational policy, weagree that the
use of predetermined quotas are undesirable. Moreover, they serve no useful
purpose, save a beguiling administrative simplicity; better strategies for
organizing the admissions process ge available."

Second,minority applicants for the Task Force Program were not compared
with white applicants. This too was admitted by Archibald Cox in his oral
argument. The Carnegie Council Report rejects larch an approach: "All
applicants should be processed through the same set of procedures to assure
that they are looked at together and not separately, that an effective student /
body is being assembled and not separate quotas being met, and. ach person is
being evaluated on his or her own merits."

Third, minority applicants were accepted below minimum standards reqVired
before the school would, even consider a white applicank. The Carnegie Council
Report states that "no students should be admitted who cannot meet thet
general academic standard set for all students."

Fourth, orient:Ms were eligible for the program though far better4epresented in 141,
professional, managerial.and administrative positions in the state of California
than many of the white ethnic minorities who were excluded. Martin
Meyerson, president of theUniversity of PennsAyania, gave an apt critique of
the Davis program in the following quotation appearing M the New York
Times: "I think the University of California be/ haved in a foolish fashion in
this. It was rigid and stupid. I think what Davis should hive done was still,* to
get 16tvery able minority students, recognizing.the fact that in some gears they
may have 20 and some years they may have 12."

Bakke and Beyond

.
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. .. . Whatevet the outcome .of the Bakke case, we .must fulfill our commitment to
afford minority. group members increased education opportunitjes. But if we, are to avoid the kind of divisiveness Bakke.has engendered,we must meet this
commitarent'Nftithin the context of equal opportunity for all people. This poses ...

an immense challenge. How well.we meet it will derelmine the future health 'Of \.' A., / our society. . ,.1/4

. .

..4 1f a
{

A Kenneth- S. 'Follett _ . . t 4

. director,. Institute for the Study of Educational Policy
. . Howaid University, Dunbarton Campus

Washington, D.C. ..

',* .
Bakke poses an Unprecedented 'threat to affirmative action not only in

A admissions in, higher education,' but also, in government and industry. The .

' ..assaulteon affirmative action throughout society, of which Bakke is a major
instance, 'is the product of three converging forces that intentionally and
unintentionally seek to constrict equal opportunity for blacks and other
oppressed groups.

,

4 0

V

.

. The first force is the prod6ct of tired, jaded and unnerved intellectuals and past
.: refoners believing that society can accomplish more by doing less. The second

:-..
z, force, closely related tO the first, is the product of such reports' as the Coleman

, Study for HEW, B.anfieldt Unheavenly City and Jencltskine4udity, which
teacli that there is no correlation between educalional inputs and educational t /
outputs, that class ii, a-matter of attitude, pareitege andneighborhood and not

. of conditions. The third force is the revival of interest in the
genetic th is regarding intelligence.

. ,
. .

'The effect of the convergence of these forces is to challenge the educability of
. blacks and, other oppressed niinorities and- thus place into serious 'question the

feasibility and desirability of special efforts to advance the-status of these
groups through editcation. .

. '. 1 ,.
Special admissions prograths in graduate and profe;sional schools are indispen .

)

sable for maintaining Inexpanding black presence in th se schools. A negative .

decision in Bakke will also put t damper on ope dmissions and thus .
. automatically have a negative -impact on. minority m lotion in undergrad .

uate programs. . _ . .

z , z. e
Finally, if race may not be' taken into account inAhe admissions process, then:

--8 . .

there may be a serious question raised ,regarding thelegality of minority
. sensitive higher education institutions such as predominately black colleges and

universities, which still graduate the majority of black undergraduatestudents.
HoWever, since I think there ja_a reservoir of decency in our society, the U.S.
Supreme Court will recdgrika.the? constitutionality, propriety and morality of
special admissions programs-1nd reverse the decision of the California Supreme ..

. Court against special prOgrams. .

6
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.- Japiei L. Curtis, M.D.
Astoclaie Dean. , .

.
. - Associate Professor of Psychiatry .

..
.

. Cornell University -,
. .' New York City1

. . .

.

... ..
Affirmative action admissions programs, specifically aimed,at remedying the
)on ding leg111# and culturally ,inandated racial exclusion of, blacks and.
other iihderrepresented minority groups from medical schools, .have 'Peen
voluntarily undertaken by all the nation:a medical schools sinbe' 1970. The

. ocia on of JGeritianTIRT-cordolleges`(AAMC"Frecogrnized that only two
similarly small percentage otall physicians

were Wick, because medical education had tbeen controlled by, de lure
segregation (up until Brown in 1954) and de facto- segregation, which exists
'even now. The AAMC, with full support from all major medical organizations,
set a 'target of 'enrolling 12;percent minority students by 1975. This goal wast not met but minority enrollmeritirekhed 10 percent in 1975 and have been
' holdin% 9 percent for the past several pears.' .-'

. lc. .
Individual schools have had variable consistency of success in their programs,
but their success has invariably been accompeuiect by stron administrative and-4 faculty support either preceding or following a strong co of student support.
-A minority presence in the faculty and administration essentiel, and it is

9 .important to have a prograntof high visibility requiring a stained titutional
1.

. effort. Cornell's program has as a centerpiece a summer re arch fe ship, 10
, weeks long, for 7which.25 college senior premed studen are sele from

. ttnong. 6 to 10 times 'is many applicanti. A quartei of th minorit?" a udentt
enrolled at Cornell in the past nine years were in this su mer prop : ..; the

. remainder hive dime from the regular admtsions procesi.

! I

'

'1.

-

In all, 109 students, about 13 percent of all enrollees have n minority 1-

students in the last nine years. Of the 109, approxima 8 are otrrently.
enrolled, 48 have graduated and only 3 have been dkipped. contralto with.
the fact that since Cornell University Medical College was founded in 1896,
only half a dozen American 'blacks' were graduated before 1969. The medical
school is strongek by having increltsed its base of alumni; the medical education ---

program is more realistically based in a bloadetant, more,diverse student body;
and the impact of all this on improving medical sarvias to American
communities is already becoming evident.

Millard H. ItG(Jd' %

- Recutive Director ..

AssociediOn of American Law Schoolik'
Washington, D.C. ' - -'

t '.9/ okliki. 4',4,

From tr historical perspective, we have come a long Nyay in Xfiltort time., In
194& the Supreme Court of the United States in Sweatt a. Painter was being
asked to decide the relatively easy questiob whether a separate legal education
program for blacks established by 01 of Tpxase:,..d.d be equal to that
provided by the University of Texas or nonblacks.

Bakkegand Beyond
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Thirty years laterthe Supreme Court is being asked hi Bakke a More difficult
and quite differed question., Reflecting a dramitic change in, oursocietY, the
question now is whether a state-sttyported medical school may use race,
specifically the 'fact that an applicant is.,1?laple, as a factozin deciding to admit
the applitant. Thirty years ago a s to was.susing ttag fact that a person was
black to exchide that person fro' a statelawlillitilt4 today a medical scliqol
has used the fact that a person lack as a'factor in including that person in its
medical school student body.

From the short historical persbective of just 30 Beare, it now seems that the
question facing the Court in Sweatt was almost a rhetorical one. The historic
Brown decision rejected the notion that our country Should be two countries.

. While we continue to cherish our cultural, national, and racial ditrersities, we,
affirm-the access of all to the public benefits.

I am uncertain how historians view Hendrick VanLoon'S bpok, Intolerance, but
its central), point is that the insecurities and ignorance of themajorify often
explainkits intolerance and fear toward other groups that it does not know.
Perhaps we cannot realistically hope fora complete elimination of prejudice of
one sort or another, at least in private relationships. However, I think we have
done quite well in reducing that intolerance in the private sector. And this is in
tairge part a product of actions we have taken in the public sector. Moat bj us
wish for that ideal society in which each persOil is judged for her or hig intrinsic

and not upon the person's sex, race, religion, national origin, political
-II,vtitf on or other characteristics. In this larger sense, it is important that the

moinegtum of striving for that ideal society not he slowed by an adverse
.1`,,Atecisfl in the Bakke case.

Minolity, Group Enrollment in Acprbdited Law Schools. Aboutrtwo decades
ago !kw schools became concerned about the, fact that there were limited
numbers of minority group students enrolled In their schools, other :Ian at the
predominantly black schools. Efforts were begun through admissionS criteria,
financial aid and recruitment to increase the number of minority group persons
being enrolled in accredited law schools. It 4as not until the fall of 1969 that
comprehensive national statistics were gathered concerning enrollment of the
target minorities in law schools. The of minority group-students
enrolled in schools approved by the Amerdka Bar Association has more than
tripled since the fall of 1969, However, it is interesting that the enrollment of
black and Mexican-American students declined slightly in the fall of 1977. We
do not lcno* the factors that explain this decline. My communications with
admisions officers indicate that it is not a product of reduced recruitment qr
admissions efforts.

While minority group enrollment has more than tripled since fill 1969, the
substintialincreases in total enrollthent (from 68,386 in' 969 to 118,453 last

) means that the percentage that minority group enr went is of the total
h lust doubled, increasing from 4.3 percent to 8.1 pe ent.

Increased DemanVor Legal Education.. The period of groit" interest on .the
part of law schooWili minority soup applicants and minority group college
students in the leg profession and legal education coincided with the doublhig
of demand foOfgakedueation: During .theiast decade, about half of those who
sougitkaartipsibe t law school have been unablko gain it: Nevertheless, law

t
1
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schools have developed and 'expanded their special admissions programs?: , :::-;
providing special admissions, financial aid and 'academic programs. , :4,

.. *4-.
4

This expansion of opportunities for minority' group persons to study law was
done by the law schools to set:Vela eompleF of educational andpublic purposes, .We all recognize ;that students are pert of the *chatting team. Legal educators ,
are especially calrious of the role of stidentS in educatineeaell other, anti \ ,
even the teacher. phiersity in the student body *has. long been viewed an
educational plus. Racial and ethnic diversity has been added in the lalit several 0, "El
decades to "geographical, expediential and other diversities in choosing an

,
entering law school class. All students benefit as a consequence. .

.1.,:- .We hive historically admitted certain law students because of our judgment. ,4
a
.1 ...,

that they werevery likely to make special contributions to the public once in c a .
0

the profession. To make a dramatic e:xalple, not many yearlago there were
s;....-0:"

_ .

*float literally a handful of Native American lawyers. A,law schciekgiven.the - a

- opportunity:to admit an academically qualified Native American would do so ,
.1

and thus provide that , communitywith" haw-educated leadership' and legal
services. The benefit to us all from that action is readily apparent. The role.
model that the spccessful black lawyer or doctor provides to the black high" . ,
school student jetty motivate that student to seek professional education.
Again, the benefits that flow to us all from this are readily apparent.

Conventional Admission Ckiteria. 'Law. School Admission Test (LSAT) scores
and undergraduate gradeit:Ant averages have pfoied over the past 30 years to
be most reliable predictors of la* school performance: And what research 0.

has been done shOws that these predictors work as well for minority as for
nonminority . students. There is, of course, a cultural bias in any test using
language: and so there is in that sense' a culture). bias in both predictOrs. ' a'

However, the culture in the test seems to be the same as. in legal education
generally. The research suggests, in 'short, that there.is,no.., 'rent discrimina-
tion against any group in using these predictors to p ct the jaw school .

At-
-performance of all applicants. a.

It should be apparent from the foregoing discussion that the appropriate
admission qualifications are more than the quantitative criteria that may. be
used to predict law school performance. Special work experience and education
have long been used. Race and ethnic background are only morpirnt
applications of established admission principles; .

*4'
Comparative Prediction Criteria. At the request of the Law School Admission
Council, Franklin. R. Evans of Educational Testing Sallee studied the
epplication and admissions ot".,the fall 19'76 entering classes of American, Bar
Association accredited law schools. Segreglitionand discrimination were fotind
to have left their legacy; there were significant differences in the LSAT scores
and undergraduate point averages of -niinorikand nOnmin'ority, applic is as
grotips. If the lawschools had made theiradmission decisions without kno g
the race or ethnic background of the applicants, it is estimated that only 40,
percent of the blacks adinitted would have been admitted and only .60.percen
of the Chicanos. These numberi dramatically demonstrate the public inipor-
$once of the schools continuing to be able to de race and ethnic background as
factors in making admissions decisions. ;

strli
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:: .. ' Boit:11d Bakke: They Unfinished Agenda
.. ,. ,-irt-Aa .!ssions, ..;...: 1

.;

* Winton I. Manning.,
a .

az, . .

. . 4 it ` .., Senior Vice President.._ .
414 1° '' E. dut ation alresting Service

i. -...! Princeton, Nv.Jerseyy
4. .. .- . . t?., . .

.... .. ,

i in.141tor;oklast year, t iwos nvited by .the Carnegie Council, topripine a policy
paper on selective admjiions, withiparticular reference to the issues presentid
by the Bakke,Case. Many of yolehave read the report of the Carnegie Council;

9
Selective Admiisioni In Higher Education (1977) and are also familiar with my
paper on timapinNuit of fairness in adinirsions IMenning, '1977.), which is .
contained 7/1 it :Although I do not propose to discuss at length the p'blicy
analyses and recommendations contained within the Carnegie, report, it seems
necessary to begin with a`few summary remarks on the position set forth in the

. Carnegie pliblisPation. , .

.. - :. . . .
1

a Fairness lie Admissions; The central social and education issue of the Bakke .
case is how to balance individual a/11100up equity,a probleih whose resolution
turnupen ditficult value choices. No all individuals,or institutions will agree
with whatriver choice isimade. But in circumstance, the ,public must have ils
confidence in the process by which isions are made. The selective ........

;a...professional -scimols of 'metlicine and law, in articular, must be prepared to.
faee public scrutiny of-their processes and the' olicies. BO their prooesset .

-Iva polictei enlist :Conform .to their' own missions` and to the demands of the
.public that admissions be fair. Additionally, college and universities

.

Omust

b concerned with making optimal use of their -facilities to develop
hunilifir fesnurces for service to society. In the effort to reach this goal, race is
relevant :within ',the admissions process because important education and .1,.

,. professiOnai objectives will not be attainable unless, as colleges and universities :t...olio
. go ,, about Rtildrig Omissions decjeions, the racial experience of minprity-,

applicants 1#p given consideration. Simple justice requires that admissions
_officers /air into account.racial_emierience, particularly any evidence of an

. . applicant's efforts to surmount the barriers of racial discrimination.
. la . ....

.
Nevertheless, adeeper appreciation a admissions procedures stIggests. that how

,

race is-considered may lie very important in creating a fair admissions policy.
. Admistion .to college or graduate study should nobeiviewed as a. contest.

Reefer, ityis better understood as a complex system of "sponsored" admission
in' which responsible. eticatiors seek to advance the objectives of society and
the professions through.idinissioni policies aiming at optimal xpes of human
talent. ,*

..,
I

4 , A

4

. 4..

It is elear that there arenvays in which the consideration of race indeed, of
n y any -human characteristic 0 could defeat the aim of fairness in

*.

10
t

ission A writer in the New Republic(1877) recently put it weli:

0
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To be .classitiee.fs. to ;be judged as a
'1.anteniber, not as a particular person. That

. 7is doubly threatening: first as to individ
uat.:rights and then' to the integrity of
corpmunity life. Clasaification for a pur-
poi. othei than' sheer description . . . lin.

li.P
Pe
c
f

a hierarchy of classes. So Ur drives
ble to choose their groups, .11 they
, for reasons other thantheir private
lings and commitments. AdmissicZns

o ficers should look for personal
s ength - pride, energy, enterprise, .
c iyipassion with the understanding .

't these 'qualities ate differently. ex-
pressed in different cultures, and tested
flit more harshly in sotne.parts of our
society thah in others. But personal
strengtjk, by definition, is an individual.
trait, not a group trait. It cannot be
recognized unless all members of groups
are treated as individuals. It is difficult
to,do that with any degree'of fairness in
an . egalitarian society. But that is what
doing justice regitires. [Emphasis
supplied.]

What I argued in the Carnegie report is that
race is a relevant consideration in admissions,
but that it is the racial experience of indj,vid-
uals, rather than racial or ethnic identity, that
shoj.ild be emphasized as admissions officers
look in depth at each applicant. Simiple justice
requires that admissions- officers do no less
(Manning, 1978).

With this somewhat lengthy preface, I should
now like to turn my attention to some fupther
implications of theBakke case for admissions

in other words, look beYond,Bakke .

P the unfinished agenda in admissions.\
The alike case illuminates tiro problems that
dese more inVnsive discussion than they
have re wed. 'Understandably, they have
been oie owed by the agonizing issues of
racial justice \and equality of opportunity,
which are the tral themes of the Carnegie
report arid, of rn .of the vast and growing
literature stemminskfrom De Funts and
Bakke. The two pro ms I wish to
address are "soft data" "educational' due
process."

. .

"Soft Da'ta." In mar policy pa r for the
Carnegie Council; I urged the imp ance of
using . additional admissions' criteria

,.
and

Bakke and Beybnd

-,..
test scores, and. grades, ndt because these
objective measures are invalid, but becaue I
believe it is important for institutionslo have
a broad view of talent and to git,re appropriate .

attletion to those personal characteriitics of
students that they believe to be especially
relevant to the Unique objectives of their

-prograr04. Whatever the outcome Of the
Bakke case, it is critical that institutions
develop and maintain a' wide variety of .

admissions criteria that de defensibly relevant
to the institution's objectives: Many criteria
beyond test scores and grades are used at.
present, though-theit-use is-oftei-subjective.T
and unsystematic. In this sense, they are the
"soft data" of admissions because they ark
tyktically not objective or quantifiable, and
they'are very often unreliably observed.

Let me elaborate a hit more on what I mean
by soft data itadmissions. The term height
usefully refer to information idlevani to the
admission of students that is not readily

. scored or quantified, but. that issubject to
reliable assessment under proper conditions.
In general, this means reliance on informed, -
systematic judgment. A prime example would
be the admission officer's impression of an
applicant's character And background based
upon interviews, recommendations, autobio.
graphical essays, ,records of experthnce, out-
standing vcomplishments, etc. Wharls too.

, often the case now is that such judgmqnts are
not systematie; nor are they checked for
evidence of reliability or validity. The use of
expert judgment in admissions is paradoxical-
ly fairly primitive even though widely used.

Certainly the experienced admission officer is
more likely to be able to integrate such
information and to make decisions wisely, in.
the best interest of. both the student and the
institution. Some can probably even pick
applicants more.likely to succeed than would,
be indicated by objective criteria, of gradeS
and test scores. On the ctther hand, many
admission Officers do not have the benefit of
lonrexperience; and for this reason much of
the research' literature concerning the reliabil
ity and validity of subjective judgment does
not appear reassuring. A good deal of the
discouraging 'results concerning soft data in
admissions results, I suspect, from the'fa:bt
that too much attention is given to the
narrow notion of enhancing the prediction of
grade point ,average - the traditional

I I
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criterion. Prospects too the usefulness of soft
criteria are much more promising if one takes
a 'broader view of the objectives'of institu-
tions and the variety of worthwhile ,education

r outcomes, that signal success: Furthermore,
work needs to be done reprdirig the training
of those who use expert judgment in the
admissions process.

With this in mind; what so 'criteria do show
promise?' Let me cite four types, each con-
nected with a rationale other than improvihg

-the -statistical-, predictiott of -conventional
grades the shoal On, which many efforts
have foundered:

, Demonstrated achievement and accom-
plishment releVarit to education out-

: comes sought by the institution (out-
comes such as leadership, independent.
research and schOlfship).sit _

Characteristics especially relevant Co the
mission of the- institution,,(e.g.. artistic,

, scientific and religious interests and
accomplishments). :
Charadkistics that will contribute to
the education environment (e.g., cultural
diversity; unique experiences).
Evidence of unusual strength of charac-
ter, personal qualities or sheer dogged-
ness or' persistence in the face of olfsta-
cies (including racial experience in over-
coming obstacles of discriminOon).

4

These soft criteria can be assessed and used in
selective admission with reasonable confi-
dende, I-believe, assuming that they are part
of a larger picture of the stu4_ent's many
qtkalities and also assuming tha't the proce-
dures for making such assessments are ade-
quately specified and monitored. Each of
thele four types of soft crtteria,has a priori
value in its own right, but each is also
conceptually tied to something that the insti-
tutiob seeks' to accomplish either through or
on beiplf of its students.

W t needs to be done? If such suppleMental
c ria e to.,receive adequate emphasis in
selectiv4 dmissisins, the rationale anti. justifi-
cation M4i st be carefully and convincingly
demonstra d in relation to accepted objeC-
tives of institutions. Appropriate assessment
methods !All need to be developed. Some of
these new, eissessments will need to be de-

.
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Si so that they can be berried otit.locally;
so s e will probably need central supisort

'ces from testing agencies. In' the curie*.
litnate, of public scrutiny of thy- admissions

procesi, great care will be necessary to,:lm-
/. plant new assessmint prOcedures in an admis-
' sions process' that has desirable characteristics.

This is a large task that- will rechtlre very
substantial research and development of the
most rictical sort. It will t,ttke time and, will
require the close involvement ot institutions. I
believe it is an inevitable adjustment-higher
tarlucatiorcwill have -to--andre, -but it IC
likely to be easy.

When one 'considers the role of soft-data in
admissions, it seems' to me that the, Bakke
case poses a' serious threat not only to racial
and ethnic. minorities but to all students, and
indeed to the vitality of higher education
institutions. The very' notion of preferential..
treatment implies the'.existence of a unique'
order of merit among applicants. This assump-
Lion of a singular ranking leads "logically" to
thy' allegation of invidious discriniination
against Those who rank higher in the ordering
when preference is given to those who rank
further down the scale. There is, I submit, no
single unique order of preference among
candidates, but many different ones; a partid-
ular ordering will depend heavily upon- the
weight attached not only to tests and grades
but also to the soft criteria.,

04

S t

The very Concept of preferential treatment.
implies reliance on a narrowly based concept
of merit. The inexorable trend 'toward legal
scrutiny and. the demand for public account.
ability, often in very simplisticieterrnsi also
greatly Threatens the use of such soft criteria
and thus may lead to a rigidifying ofadmis-
sions that . is inimical to its conduct in
educationally responsible and morally just
ways. . ,

18

Beyond this, Bakke poses additional, very
serious long-term hazards. One possibility is a
wave toward a more mechanistic approach to

lective admissions. Another is a serious
ilution of the traditions of excellence and
triving that have. been a wellspnng o( vitality

for American society. Either development is
potentially .damaging to higher education be-
cause either can easily stifle ,institutional
.diversity acid responsiveness. A wooden ad- .

.
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missions policy is a cartain,step toward a kid
and sterile curriculum. Consequently; I fie it
is critically important to harden thee {`soft
criteria" and to move towards more enlight-
ened view of talent and more defensible
procedures In selectirig students, who have'the
personal qualities and charactii4stics that fit
the educational objectives and responsibilities
of higher institutions.

. 1

I should now like to turn to corisideration of
the second message of the Bakke case the
critical importance of developingthe t

. of '"educationffl due proce7r in ad missions.
(Manning,1977; Gellhom and HornbyA 974;
Willingham, 1978.)

. Edpcational Due Process in Admissions. In
my paper for the Carnegie Council I made the
Olio wing statement

.Bakke has cast* eold and releritless
beam of,light upon an area of inititu
tional policy making admissiotts "-
that has for too long lingered n% the
shadows. It is not merely for the binefit-
of applied:its that admissions policies
and ' procedures need illumination.
Rather, the gatekeeping functilin ,of
higher education requires that *nee-
Lions between stated institutior mis
sions and goals on the one hanjl, and
admissions' policies and procedtkes on
the other, be understood by ;'various
constituencies the institution ; serves.

' Some process akin to accreditatiim may
be needed, in which an institution's
admissions policies, procedures' and prac-
tices are documented, otarefully iassessed
and publicly evaluated `by indeperident
authorities. If the pursuit of fairness in"
admission to higher education is to fiave
lasting, practical significance . admis-

, sions no less than other :areas of
edticational policy should dimonstra-
bly express the values of the larger
society, not only at the leveliof broad
geheralizations, but at the leve of specif-
ic working principles (Manning, 1977, p.
41.42).

t.
-& r

Higher education institutions legitimately
claim rights to autoliorny'and road discre-
tion in their admissions decisidns. Neverthe
less, both Bakke and e Flints have revealed

Bakke ant Beyond
A
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some practices t.kiat need, to be strengthened
and others that need to be abandoned. A
primary, consideration that must govern ad-
missions policies, I believe, is a concept of
"educational due process," as I called it in my
Carnegie Council, paper. Unless the concept of
"edUcational due prgcessl is articulated' by
higher education, and inco orated into their
policies, We risk the stulti g 'consequences
of the litigation that will e sues The lack of
demonstrable, systematic, cle ly documented
guidelines for making judgme is about appli-
cants is a keenly felt issue in all of

, society. It would be infinitely referable for
institutions voluntarily to st p away the
curtain of Obsatfrity that too of ,-n veils, their
actions in admissions rather to;,, to ldOk to
resolution ofthese matters in the courts.

4

I believe that &Ideational due proc ss reqUires
that institutions adhere to 113 pr' ciples of
good practice in admissions. These

k Education institutions, should .c1
scribe their admissions policies and e
state how these policies are related
goals andobjectives of the institution.

l de-
?lcttIy
to the

2. Institutions should publicly describe
admissions criteria and provide informati
applicants sufficient to permit, studen
make a reasonable estimate of the likelih

their
n to%

to
od

1;

of their meeting these standards.

3. WhAtever critbria are used, the educati
-institution should routinely allow applican
the procedural opportunity to dernonstra
that those particular crliena or standards axe
inappropriate for assessing their qualifica-
tions.

4. Institutions should use 'tie same admis-
sions process for all`candidates considered for--
the same program.

5. Wliert exceptions to uniformity of 'proc-
, ess criteria and standards aremade for
particular classes Of applicants, this policy
should be publicly articulsted with particular
attention to the legal reel:mints on such
actions.

19

6. ire criteria employed in the admissions -
process must be validated that is shown to
Measure qualities relevant to the legitimate

13
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objectives of the. educational pro-

... itionally, criteria should not be
-the ..cannot4,he 'shown to be reliably .

assessed.

Upon tequest, a rejected applicant should
thbeergireiteitei

don and a means of appeal by. the
statement,of the reasons forhis or

pplican if he. or die challenges the institty
o n's planation.

"tele on criteria used hy institutions
s ould represent a reasonably broad arrat of

se qualities shown to be relevant, rather
relying solely upon a single index .of

pAtencederived from ability tests and
t.

9. titution,s .should' insure that all those
who participate inImplementing admissionf

_ decisi\ons are trained and eompetent to per
4, 4,', , form the 'ompleit task of evaluating candi2

\f' Mates, or admission in a fully satisfactory
.,013- way. '., 41

, 4
_ .

10. Itutions should periodically invite ex-
ternal tudit of their admissions policies and
practic s in order to assure the public and
other onstituencies that the process that
actuall goes on conforms with publicly
stated olicies, principles and procedures.

im"ple
easy. 1
tion
invest
proce
some
overh
ing
not a
of le

entatiorrof these principles will not be
will require that many higher educa-
lutions make a substantially larger

ent of resources in the adhlissions
than they are accustomed to. Fot

institutions, it will require a major
I of their policies and practices, entail'
even larger financial commitment
easy step to contemplate in these days
budgeti.

High r education in the United States oper-
ates today something like a public trust. it
req ices a mutual appreciatitr of the special,
relationship between the .1>uhlic's right to
kndw and tife institution's right to education
autonomy. The adoption of these principles
yould go far to dispel the suspicion of

4>t apricious actions and veiled= motives sus-
picions that too often seem to characterize
attitudes toward admissions that are widely
held by applicants,' their families and the
public at large. Bakke has not strengthened
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p biic confidence in the process of admissions
o the. part of y groups in. our society,

ority or lority. Attentiort to assuring
ucational ue process in ?adthissiorts would

g far to -inforcing essential elements of
e autonomy of tnstftutions, by demonstrate
g "the concern of higher education for

rofesslonal ietegrity.. and thoughtful atten-
on to the heeds of society' (Carnegie
ounci101977)..

onclusion. These two broad messages of the
Bakke case strengthening the soft criteria of
.admissions and implementing concepts .' of
educational due process in admissions exist
in' some tension with one another. It is often
soft data .whose use iS hidden from public
view; thus secrecy serves to cloak unreliable
even` arbitrary r- actions. Yet it is by way of
the soft' criteria that the vitinting effects of a
narrow, wooden admissions policy are avoid-
ed. Soft data and educational due process
must be pursued as parallel efforts, for each 'is
inextricably linked, with the other, and both
are necessary to the maintainance of institu-
tional vitality and public conftdenCe and
acceptance. -

-.
"The capacity of universities to continue to
fulfill [their] critical role requires the devel-
opment of educational. policies that are-wise
and just no less so for admissions than for
other parts of the educational process. Where
erTor 'exists, critics shouldroot it out; where it
persists the courts should eradicate it, but
always with an eye toward preserving to the
maximum degree [the] essential ingredient of
education freedom from. unnecessary re-
straint. For universities, no less than for the
community of learners generally, 'simply as
education, freedOm is indispensable' " (Man-
ning, 1977).
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Toward a Fair and Sensible Policy,
fOr Professional School Admission

ter J. Liicouras ..-
Demand Professor of Law -

Temple Unjversity School of Law
Philadelphia f`k -

f

To demonstrate the need to look beyond code words and behind sacred cows;
permit me to poke fun at myself. During a recent televion discussion show on
the Bakke case, ',was asked to define "reverse" discrimination." There was an
awkward pause while I silently outlined, with some sophistication, the complex
subject matter which, at various times and according to different speakers, falls
under that rubric. "Reverse discrimination,?' I blurted out "is the opposite of
old-fashioned or lorwarddiscrimination;.and it is just as bad."

Sometime later I realized- that although subitantively eMpty, such television
rhetoric at least neutralized both -sets of code words. It underlines our duty to
reexamine in context the major assumptions and foals on whfah admission

1.
decisions are tiased if we are serious aboutmcling toward a fairAnd sensible4

policy for professional school admission.

tip.We have had more than a decade of experience -with the impact of "racial
minor* admissions" on professional schools some of4itbad, but mostly
good. The attitude we iihould have developed is not a "15 veers 'ago or
nothing" Hobson's choice by suggesting tkat we either continue business as
usual or go back to 1963. The question is whether we have learnedlanything
since then. _

0
Fair and sensible criteria based on true merit, quality- and potential perform-
ance as lawyers ,and community ce aderr lir) 1 49 my judgmeritt.produ, plenty-

. of blacks and other minorities inthe professions. Suclicritellai,willalio produce
a fair share of professionals of altraces from economically poor backgrotinde..
We certainly should use scholastic achievement indicators such as grade point -

averages and standardized test scores. But we should not begin or stop4ere in
our minds or actions; yet we have. We should not be conelusively, bound- by

-' such indices; get we have been. This should be the rule for everyenenot-only
for racial minorities or any other discrete group in society; get it has not been.

'I,

Racial minorities have been, but should not be, the.sca'pegoat for the numbers
and admissipn crunch in processional schools. We should, instead, reexamineN
the larger issues of admission the:traditicinal admission standards and
procedures. We should 'question the ,usumptiott- that only numerical indices
such as grades and standardized.tists the sacred caw canveasure.qualitg,,
merit, individual worth or potential for performance in the trenches of a '
profession or community leadership. And we must pier'ce cost-benefit analysis

. .

, , a

..1

' k
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that ratidnalizes over-reliance on these indices
ifid:iirgues that faculty lane is too valuable to

.be diverted to 'the tqugh task of making
Admission judgments...*

.

Properly Understood, admission to profes-
sional school is an issue that raises a series of
policy judgments: who, from irrhilt gipups/in
society, with what backalitnods and to
achieve what kind of future fession and
what kind of society,. will be given, the
opportunity to enter \the professimi and be-
come our future community leaders by first
getting into the professional school? The same
typology would apply to all professions, but I
will use the legal profession as an example to
help provoke a contextual analysis of these
fundamental policies. With several qualified
applicants for' each available place in. law
school, and with the rea4atton that access to
the legal profession is a significant ladder to
'tdcial, economic and political mobility, is
there any other context in which to assess
admission standards and procedures?

.
<

"Group Needivs. Individual Needs: An Irresis-
tible Force Meets an 'Immovable Objet.
There are two fundamental societal goalFin
competition here. The firs/ is the needs of the
gro (e.g.,' the Puerto Rican' community
needs more Puerto Rican lawyers
nity leaders). The second is the

corn mu-
n of the

"Itiffividtisd (e.g., Jane 'Yoe should treated
°xi het own individual merits).

t
Group' 7V- ee cisj..tin Irresistible Force Sixiiply.

' put, there is in Overwhelming group eed for,
more black and other racial rinority profes-
sionals in law, medicine, _etc.,Blacks,

tics, Asian Ainericani and Native Americans,
who constitute bet-v)40 0 and a5 percent of

cation,
population, depending on regions of the

re.

hation, constitute only About 2 percent of the
professions of law; me'dicine and dentistry,
and about 8 percent...1)0 ,,the students in
professional schools.

The need for more racial minority profession-
als is obvious to pAce-loving Americans. We
recognize the pernicious residual effects of
the institution of slavery and other types' of
.oldfashioned or "forward discrmination"
even today on all of us. We also catteobserve
the tendency of professionals to become role

Ir
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models,/ and leaderrin the very communities
'from ich they spring.

The oint is. not that' a black lawyer is
cons ell to serve only black clients, a white
do r otily white patients, etc. The clear-cut
tendency, however, has been along those
lines. Especially in the Northeastern quadrant
where ethnic neighborhoods have been pre-
serveci,tthe political leaders of ecommtmity

-have come from such discrete or identifiable
conimunitiet: This is cultural pluralism and
responsive democracy in action. We should
not' begin "reform," as the pro-Bakke forces
urge, at the expense of blacks and other racial
roinoritip just wh ey rare finally begin-
ning to produce group of professionals and
leaders for their mmunities and the entire
nation.

Traditional White Ethnic Minorities and Some
More Social History. The "group needs" goal
refers not only to the Black, Hispanic, Native
American and Asian American communities.
It also applies to Americans whose roots are

Italian, Lithuanian, Greek, Irish, Cath-
olic, Jewish, etc., the "bluecollar, rowhouse,
working class, Sunday sports-nut" prototype
in "elitist" cartoons.

In debates about access to the professions,
however, there has been a clear tendency
during the past decade to consider everyone
who is not a racial minority member as part
of one Anglo-majority group. Such lumping
has certainly. worked to the . detriment of
traditional white ethnic applicants. They have
been ignored. They have not been getting into
professional schools at what they think is a
deceit enough rate. Perceptions count as well
as actual results. Hostility between and even
within minority groups has resulted, with the
most extreme position being attributed
recently to Mayor Rizzo ofhiladelphia.
Rather than unmask policies that have Bal-
kanized the black and white minority coth-
munities, a typical white ethnic response, has
been: "When it butt to be a 'minority,' we
were Minorities; now that being 'minority'
helps, -we are not. Therefore [sic] , the lacks
are to blame and affirmative action pr
must go."

Yet, if the four blacks who were plit-of the
affirmative action program of 16 racial

17



minorities at Davis Medical School in Bakkg
were rejected, is it even probable that those
seats would go to Italian-Americans, Polish-
Americans,: Appalachian or rural whites or
other children from the blue-collar commu-

, nities? Are white ethnics fairly represented in
professional school's, the professions and ilia-
tional leadership?

The'problem, I suggest, is not with affirmative
action for blacks or Chicanos or women; it is
that fair affirmative action is not universal
enough. The problem, more directly, is with
the 84 seats at bavis not subject to affirms -

'admission
action. The real issue is the regular

C admission programs in professional 'schools.
Are the standards and procedures that yielded
this class fair and sensible, job related, demo-..
graphically defensible?

'Admission policy must be fair to all groups.
So many groups shOuld share in the American
Dream that jets counterproductive and unfair
to single out one group or to ignore otheis, as
too many proDavis forces have urged. My
first point, then, is a societal "group need"
for all communities to get a piece of the

°action. This is an irresistible force.

Individual Needs: An Immovable Object.
Simply put, the second societal goal is the
individual's needs. By this we mean that
access to the professions should be within the

reach of every American determined by that
person's own individual. merit. Individual
merit dictates that one innocent person not
be deprived of fair treatment because of
another person's wrongdoing. But merit does
not aitich simply by achieving better grades
or scoring higher 'than the next person on
multiple choice "aptitude" tests (e.g.,_LSAT).
Individual merit means that we should look at
the total relevant record and then select or..
pass over each person on the basis of what he
or she has done and probably will do.

My seFoncrpohit underscore's the need to look
at the record of the individual rather than the
group to which he or she may belong. The
tendencies in our social history to treat
persons conclusively as members of a pafiltu-
lar group, and to grant them benefits or
impose burdens solely on that basis, have
been pernicious. It was not long, ago that
"Catholics need not apply" signs and Jewish

18
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quotas were facts -of life. The newer call for -
"proportional representation" is beginning to
take on characteristics of the old Jewish
quota and'should be exposed 1% such.

Should a wortliY, innocent yohng man or
young woman in 1978 pay for the sins of the
general society or the sins of particular
members of this or an earlier generation'? If
so, should such a burden be assessed in
determining access to the professions? Will
not racial, religious, ethnic and

evenbickering, turmoil and even inolence
predictably result from such policies? Or I
repeat, from policies that effectively deny
access to the professions to almost alkmem-
bers of a minority group as does overreliance
on the LSAT? .

.
This, then, is the immovable object.`

The Need for Honest Pragmatism in Clarifying
Common Interests of Everyone. Pluralism is
the lifeblood of a nation built on freedom,
equality of opportunity to succeed or fail on
you own merits, and a legitimate diversity
that emphasizes our common humanity. Each
of us should, on individual merit, be given an
equal' opportunity. Equal opportunity is not
the exclusive preserve of the members of just
one or several groups in society. It is due each
of us. We must learn to think not in either-or 4
terms, or as majority versu inority, or by
ostensibly neutral principl s asking real in-
tentions and resul , or y ductict ad ab-
surdum logic or o en with patricians'
burdens. Honest pragmatism, is needed to,
clarify our common interests.

The Inadequacy and Misch& of the Sacred
Cow. One might respond that all we have to
do is "apply the standards." Certainty, that
response cannot mean such discredited, non-
egalitarian standards as the "good old boy" or
"Harry's son" or the "Congressman's candi-
date" or the "old Jock" or the "school's big
donor." These standards have quietly been
used for as long as memory, but practically.
never to help racial minorities and the poor.
Such policies have not yet been overcome,
and insufficient scholarly and lay attention
has been directed at them.

By the response "apply the standards," one
may mean to let those in who are qualified

Education Commission of the Stites
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and keep out the others. Everyone agrees. Our
:challenge is this: If there. are .three times as
many qualified applicants as available seats,
who should sit in therm? Why has the answer
been the sacred cow, i.e., the giade point
average and the relevant standardized multiple-
choice test, and even 'more particularly the
so-called, aptitude portion (LSAT, MCAT) of
it? The designers and even the sellers of the
LSAT warn against overreliance on" them
("they, should be used only in conjunction
with other valid admissions factors"). But the
caveat seems more like a whisper and has not
been heaid.

The LSAT Is Too Narrow as e Lawyering
Aptitude Test and Is Not Synonymous With
Merit. The LSAT does not measure, and
indeed was not designed to measurea per-
son's capacity for being a good lawyer or
community leader. The LSAT was designed
solely to predict performance in the first year
examinations of law school. It purports to
measure narrow analytical skills and quick
response. The analytical skills it is primarily
aimed at are the syntactic (implication, coim-
plication and other lOgics more_liie a closed
language system such as mathematics) and,
semantic (referents to the real world of the
tester) rather pragmatic (the "so what")
skills.

-/

Do your first-year law school grades tell us
how well you will, do in the real world? Does
the fact that you rank higher in the class than
the next person mean that you are more
qualified to be a lawyer or more likely to 1:44
better lawyer? You may be ,a great law
student but a corrupt or incompetent lawyer.
In fa there is no.systematic "study validating
whichliw students actually do become the
best lawyers -a although there are apocrypha]'
stones such as the one holding that "A"
students become the professors and "B"
students the judges, while "C" students make
all the money!

,1

What the LSAT does not e.en purport to
measure and what is not seriously and
systematically measured in most general ad-
mission. processes turns out to be so much
of what does count in lawyering and good
community leadership: common sense, self-
discipline, motivation, judgment, practicality,
idealism, tenacity, fidelity, character and ma-

.
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turity, integrity, patience, preparation, the
ability, to listen, perseveranc'e, client-handling
skills, creativity, couragy personality, oral
skills, selfoonfidence, organizational ability
and leadership.

'These qualities you nay h'ave in abundance,
but the tests and the professional gatekeepers
may pay them no.mind. Does the fact that,
you study 46 hour's a week to achieve a 3.0
grade point average and that another appli-
cant- studies only 10 hours weekly for a 3.5
average mean that you are less meritorious?
Does the fact that you hold a 40-hour-a-week
job' during the school year tb pp? for your
education while earning a 3.0 avkir.ge men
that you are less qualified than another
applicant whose parents pick up the entire
tab, who does not hold any job and' who
"achieves" a 3.5 average? Which person is
more likely ,o be a good lawyer?

Does the fact that you de black, the son of
professional parents and score in,the 70th
percentile on the LSAT. mean that you' are
more meritorious or will do better in practice
than another applicant who is white, the
daughter of a first generation coal miner

. father and stayat -home mother, who slept, in .
the same bedroom with six sisters and scores-
in the 50th percentile on the LSAT?

Why should you obey your parent's injunc-
tion to be honest, to help others, not tol be
selfish, to persevere and not to be tempted by
material opulence if none of these facts
in competition for scarce resources
professional school seats? Are these not
ie of merit, aptitude for lawyering or commu-
nity leadership? Why should y ea good
citizen if all that outs in to the
professions is test- mgskill?

When we are told t "when other things are
equal, the applicant with the setter test scores
is more likely to succeed," is there a commit-
ment to search out and consider for everyone
such facts and "judgments as these? Is such a
commitment limited only to racial minorities?
Is that fair and sensible? How can we assume

a "other things are equal" unless we look at the
record?

It bears emphasizing that we are.not disclIss-
ing unqualified applicants. We are focusing on

19
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qualified applicants, regardless of race, nation-
al Origin, etc., who are passed over because
their test, scores sge lower than those appli-
cant* who ale admitted, not necessarily be
cause they are less qualified on merit or jOb
potential.. .
There are other problems with the LSAT. It
was on the questiongof racial minority admis-
sions that the discriminatory effect of the
LSAT was first realized. The social history of
the 1960s called into question one of" the
features that had recommended the LSAT
its apparent fairness and freedom from bias.
As reliance on the LSAT increased, the
number of blaek law students in predominant-
ly white_schools, decreased to virtually nil.
Overreliance bn the LSAT was excluding
Black and Hispanic applicants disproportion-
ately. Rather than calling into question the
major premises of the sacred cow, this glaring
defect was considered to be merely a unique
social exception that "proved" the validity of
the LSAT and similar standardized criteria.
We believe what we want to believe.

What has not been fully realized, however, is
that white ethnic minorities are also being
turned back by the same professional school
gatekeepers. Data from 1975 indicate that the
median LSAT score for students from two
colleges wig) a substantial number of Slavic, or
Polish-American students (Alliance and St.
Procopius, now Illinois Benedititine College)
was 473 and 468 (about the 28th percentile).
Meanwhile, the median LSAT for students at
two predominantly black universities, Howard
and Fisk, was 418 ,and 400 (about the 15th
percentile). These scopes compare with the
M.I.T. median of 674 (93rd percentile). Coin-
parable studies of colleges with substantial
numbers of other ethnic or racial 'minorities
would probably yield similar results. There is
no way, given the overreliance on standard
ized tests, that the door will open to the 28th
or 15th or 50th percentiles when the 80th or
93rd are also knocking.

But is the median M.I.T. student necessarily
more likely, to be a better lawyer or commu-
nity leadeVor some groups or the nation in a
pluralistic society than the median Alliance or
Fisk student? Hardly. It all depends on a host
of relevant factors that do not become "other
things being equal" unless you look at,

e

20.,

consider add fairly weigh them. For me th'e
LSAT median, in general, may count less than
the language and subcultural experiences that
the median Alliance or Fisk student probably
possesses and that the median student
probably does not have. Before making my
final decision, I wptIld want to Icnoiv inure
than such limited, abstract 'probabilities about.
each applicant. Yet, our sacred .cow, Our
societal mind -set, blocks further serious in-
quiry and precludes empirical vitification of.%
the advantage" of the M.I.T. student and the
detriment the Alliance and Fisk students.

f;
Indeed, the advantage Of fluency in a second
language, culture or subculture is somehow
transformed by rhetoric reminiscent of color
nialism. so that one becomes "culturally de-
prived," "disadvantaged," "not fully devel-
oped," or "unqualified to learn." These are
the same slogans used to thwart the national
independence of peoples in Africa and Asia.
In the United States this attitude defends
"regular" standards that systematically ex-
clude blacks veto then become the proper
object of paternalism as in my Fisk
and that have only marginally diffeient results

,.for white linguistic or cultural minorities
(such as Polish-Americans) who are ignored as
"one of the majority" as in my Alliance
example. /
Is that a kir and sensible admission policy?

.-...Alased on present trends,out yourig ethnic
.4104 will, probably find the _door to the
professions awed. It is a statistical fact that
not only Blacks, gispanics and Native Atheri-,
cans, but also other' groups whose first or
family language is not standard English (our
traditional white, ethnics) and who are not a
product of the elite preparatory school sys-
tem, are, outscored on such tests by native
born majority Americans who are. This has ,

little, if anything, to do with brains or ability
or merit or predicting whO will do best in the

*profession.

These ostensibly objective tests ,are not the
easy-to-recognize "minorities keep out" ob
stacles such as the Jewish quotas and "Catho-
lics need not apply", practices of the early
1900s. But they are just as effective barriers.
The systematic exclusion of racial and white
ethnic minorities by such continued overre-
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discrinlinkory and'

Hbw then, care one re nably argue, e
,words of the Pfi University ici in

i Bakke, that "soci benefits are so doubtful"
from 'their possible abandonment, as not to
warrant' a change for any except racial minori
`ties? Those who argue for true individual

4 merit must answer this questiOn.

tom the cradle to ihtt grave, we are increas-.
ingly being judgedon the basis of artificial,
"objective," standardized tests, rather than on
our total merit and practical performance.

jp- Such overreliance-on standardized tests is not
only bad for racial minorities and white
ethnics'. It also inhibits well-roundednegi in. all
of our 'youngsters. It tends to pollute our
educational processes with an instant-result
-orientation alid,a phony elitism. It glorifies
quick cleverness. Unchecked, it may produce
a superabundant monotony, a sameness in our

.professions and nation. .

prne Concluding
P?

.
ti

Points. What s the next

One partial, sO'litethiOn would be to take 'several
time,eas. many sttiOents into medical, dental,
law ' and other prOfessional schools. Indeed,
we could let everyone with minimal qualifica-
tions attend and plate the burden on law
faculties to weed out those who are actually
incompetent. Such an approach takes tour-
age. It would require a major reorientation in

co thought and action. Each profession's lobby
would, of course, resist such solutions, al-
though the legal prOfession has .demonstrated
a (such greater inclination to expand. Law
school enrollments virtually tripled during the
past 15 years. There is a great temptation to
pull up .the rope 43n you reach the top of

. 'the Touritain

'Even then we -*ould, probably Continue to
eiporiende a "lumbers-crunch; even if it were
not the present excess national demand- of

'three applicants for each available seat (or
that of uselictive" schools with 10 appli
cants), almOst all of whom are qualified cider
reasonable criteria. The major thrust f our
criticism and reexamination of admissi n poll-
cies would still have to be face& ;
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Certainly, each profesikin must maintain the
highest practical an fair standards, and vro-
tett'. the public, from incompetence . and

,ban of "neutrality," "high standards,"
tretsery. But we see that, under the false

"objectivity," "the need -for one -on -one clini-
cal education" and the like, latently ,of mis
Chief hal been and continues to be' perpe-
trated.

, A fundamental caveat is appropriate at theta'
. point. We should be fully aware of an earlier

social history filled with excessive, unchecked
. use of subjective factors .to the detriment of

Accordingly, the standards
to supplement numerical

relevant portions of each
is total person Must be subject to
audits. Those audits, should be bottk

, within the law school, and external,
rides such as courts.

The goal of increasing'he number and quality
of racial minority. lawyers in the United States
is a national goal. It should not come about at
the expense of white ethnics (Such as children
of the last generation or new immigrants) who
are individually and, as a group, blameless for
slaiery; the old. barriers and the woefully
inadequate number of racial minorities inthe
professions. Neither should the present,mijor-
ity suffer foi transgressions of an » earlier
generation. Fairer and lesObitrary approach-
es should be given a 'chin% to work. But not ,
with'"deliberate speed" if that means slow.

As an example of one poitsible alternative
realizing that it is not a panacea' I will /low
briefly describe the Temple Law School
Sp.A.C.E. Program.

Illitet.,Temple Law School Sp.A.C.E: Program.
At Temple Law School there are 'two routes
to, Admission: nondiscretionary and discre-
tionary. As to nondiscretionary admissions,
roughly 60 percent (this percente varies
annually) ;of the- 1977 entering *as were
admitted "through the numbers, ", which

"peens using .almost exclusively the college
wade point averages and the LSAT scores. At
* Temple there was room in fall 1977 for only
one in nine of our applicants. The median
grade point average of that group was above
3.5 and ,the median LSAT well up in the 600s,
which meana.in the top 10 percent of the

iews, blacks,
apd procedures
indit vit
appli
eftectiv
intern
by

.
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takers of that examination. Almost all of the
persons admitted through this nondiscretion-

. ary formula were white mod and white
women,

Asc to discretionary aamissions (i.e., the
Sp.A.C,E.?rogram), during the past six years
there have been approximatek twice as many
whites admitted as racial minorities through
the Sp.A.C..E Program. The Pall 1976 and
1977 entering class experiences were not
substantially different. Our Sp.A.C.E. Pro-
grain seeks out and carefully, individually and
affirmatively selects those applicants tninor-
ity and majority group members who have
an outstanding performance record and an
exceptional aptitude for tht study and prac-
tice of law and community leadership, not
necessarily reflected by their LSAT scores.

Our student body of 1,145 is, we believe,othe
equal of any in the nation. Although women
now constitute 39. percent of our student
body (not the *percent of 13 years ago), our
racial minority students are still only about
12 percent, with blacks. making up 9 percent
of the total 'enrollment, tip from less than 1
percent 16 years ago.. The percentages of
women and minorities in the fall 1977 enter-,
ing class were somewhat higher. We do not
sh&ot for numerical goals or quotas, just the
best available persons.

. \-
Temple Law School's Sp.A.C.E. Program has
followed in the spirit of the founder of our
university, Russell Copwell. We have -main-
tained our populist, tradition, in making a
superior legal education available to highly
qualified working men and women and it
Children, irrespective of ethnic or radar or
social origin or religious -heritage or favorit-
Arn. Each is . treatedron his or her individual
erits.

ti

*4 .

Every applicant admitted to Temple .Law
School brings in a very strong academic
record. Soml, thus specially admitted, have
extraordinarily high grade point averages from
college but LSAT scores below those regularly
admitted. Others have Elceptional work i
Pqrience, two or three languages, experien
with minority cultures, a record of leadershi
overcoming racial, religious, ethnic bias o
physical handicap that would have neutralized

*the 'ambition and ability of the average

I

,

person. Many picked thfnselves up! by their
,,qvin bootstraps. As a group, they include men

aild. women from practically every raciall,
ethniC and economic class, religion, age group
and walk of lire.

Every student at Temple' Law Schdol is
it . treated precisely the same. Each has an equal

opporttrnity to succeed or not to succeed on
his or her own merits. We do ,not have two
classes of citizenship, in body, mind ompirit.
There is no second:ciass citizenship syndrCkie
holding that "whites are admitted 'on their
merit' as a right and blacks are 'allowed' in by
sufferance." That .point is crucial, to our
success.

; .

Our program .is popular with our students,
who prefer to be treated as individuals rather
than as, members of a majority or minority
group. It is popukar With our faculty, who are
primarily concernad with the maintenance of
thehighest acadeniic and professional stan-

%,.dards of excellence. And it is popular with
'cur alumni, who are very practical people.

We have sought. to fulfill our historic
. 'commitments to excellence and populism

by doing the extra work literally 10,000
3ersorkhouts last year logged in admissions by
its faculty members and administrators. Such

allocation of resources. is an indispensible
reason f61 our success, and we reject the

of others who claim that "the
nefit& are . so doubtful." A thoughtful,

reasoned defense 4s made by three .(and
sometimes up of five) faculty members Sand
administrators for each Sp.A.C.E. decisiOn.
The process is long and frustrating, but we are
developing some objective. standards in
cising sound discretion .ill each case.

To illustrate ' the scope .'and yield of our
admissions process: There, were 3,250 apeli-

' cants in 1977, and some 2,000 of these were
individually and personally reviewed for con-
sideration under the SpA.C.E. Program. This
means that in each of the 2,000 cases, some
discretion was exercised.

In the 1971 entering class there are 382
students. Of these, 224 .were admitted
"through the numbers," having scored at least
2,470 on the nondiscretionary numerical in-
dex. The. remaining 158 Berson in the first
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year clasp were admitted via discretion, i.e.,
by the Sio.A.C.E. Program. Of the 158 adrift!
ted through the distretionary route, 44 were
racial minority gpup members and 114 were
majority grotit$ members, including Rimy
White ethnic minorities.

the number or percentage of studehts enter-
ing 'Temple Law School yia discretionary or
nondisdketionary routes is not fixed. It is not
necessarily repeated. Nor is it set aside exclu-
sively for members of any particular group in
society. Indeed, discretionary admissions have
ranged from about 3 percent in 1971 to 40
percent in 1977. The basis for admjssion is

7,

.0.
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our judgment o the individual merit and
. potential. for lawyering and co .. munity lead-

ership of each individual appli cbmpet-
ing7ith all otheri that year.

At, Temple, we began six y ago tb mode
slowly and, we . k, fully in tkie right
direction. We are fin. g that overreliance on
grades and to scores was denying individuals '
from many 'gro society a 'share of the
American Dream and t a good percentage
of those excluded are t least as deserving and
as qualified as many who were getting into
law school "through the numbers." So`we are
doing something about it. We are not perfect,
but we are trying to be honestly pragmatic.

a

4 C4.
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ia Most major political and 'many social questions or problems in the Unidd

a. States tend 'to be formulated or posed at constitutional lave questions.
, , Whethekunder anr.krcumstances blacks could be considered as enjoying any
\ . of the rights, priAleges or immunities under the U.S. Constitution was

answered before the 'Civil-War, in 1,857 in the infamo.us Dred Scott decision.
%I

i1 . The effort after the ts ivij War to protect nationally the privileges and
immunities af the citizens of the several states in the 14th Amendment was
frustrated in 873 by -the sophistical interpretation 9f the privileges'and

/ immunities clause in the curious Slaughterh9use"cases. Zlie protection of the -'
civil' right., of. blacks to public accommoditions enacted in the 1875 Civil

. ..
Rights Act'was absorbed in 1883 by the Civil Rights cases. In 1896, Plessy v. .

Ferguson enunciated the vicious and pernicious separate-but-equal doctrine.
In; 1954, Brown u. Board of Education overturned the separate-but-equal
doctiine, Of Peso v. Ferguson. All Of the preceding cases were of signal

. determining. the rigliii, inivVeges and welfare of blacks in the ,

United § . Today the Bakke case is of comparable aigncance, and Its

..

4 t ), , implications may be even more far reaching. ..
V

.
.

- Few' cases in constitutional litigation have engendered as much controvepy
and. agitatidn as the Bakker special minority admissions case. Few peop$ of
good will and discernment ban apprpach with unreserved comfort the notion
that ract-sbould be taken into consiberation in the alimissitgy of students to.
higher education institutions;.

.-, `.

r ..

t

4
r

_ Appendix 1;,- A IlittoridarPersPectW
What Led to Bakke *

'
.
. Kenneth S. Tallett , .

' . pirecta'r, Institute for the Study, of Educational Policy
, ,7\

. "04/award University, Dunbarton Campus-t
Washington, 0,C.- u . . .

.. - ,
,, ......

.. . . ,

4.

I

.
/114° However, good will and discernment are not the only qualities of rainithat

should inform tit perception of indiiiduals logking at this cote. There is the
fi historical "perspective. The historical perspective tslls-us.that blacks suffered 1

h.( this country more than 200 years of slavery'. and nearly 100 years of
. officially sanctioned segregation, all of whic oPpressed, dehumanized and

injured blacks;aehuman beings. The cou made a positive attempt to
": , eOrreFtthehistory of :gavel, in the 13th, 1 th and 15th Amendments to the

Conatttlion and in the econstruction Civil Rights Act; but, flue in part to
7 .some of the Supreme Court decisions already mentioned, the attempt was -

.unsukceisftil. A decision in the Bakke case cannot appropriately be' made
without taking this history info account. . `

b i
-Vt'\4 ;

--
*This ;dick,. which appeared ip the January/itibruary issue Of ter Magazine (reprinted here with permission),
is adapted :OM a chapter in Kenneth Toilet's recent book, Beyond esegregation; Urgent Issue* in the Education of

( A/Mori:10N 0165,6 by. the College Entrance examination Board, New York City.
Yif . ,. .. .

'
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he'white majority group in this society has
been unjustly enriched and advantaged for
more ,thah 300 years at.tbe expense; and to
the injury of blacks and other. oppressed
minorities. Principles of equity, justice _anti
morality require that when one hal been
unjustly enriched at the expense anid t9 the
injury 'of another, he should make restitu-
tion to the injured party. Providing restitu-
tic(n. to those who have beeifkijured by-
gross depriOations .and oi)pression is not
"preferential treatment" oAreverse discrimi-

nation" but compensatory asdstance and the
reversal of discrimination.

.

The participation of blacks and other m inor-
ity groups in higher education, particulirly
in graduate and professional schools, has
been substantially increased or improved by
special minority adinissiqns programs. It
these programs are discontinued, the admis-
sion of. blacks and Other minorities into
graduate and professional schoo will be
terribly curtailed. Blacks' acce ,and dis-
tribution in a broad cross-sect n of institu-
tions will be impaired by eli mating thes
programs. Black and 'other ethnic studies
programs will be brought into some ques-
tion. Predominantly black colleges and univ
versities, particularly their graduate and pro-
fessional schools, will be threatened. The
entire affirmative action program will be
enshrouded in doubt and uncertaipty-

No matter . how much one may disagree,
abdut the proper interpretation and applica-
tion of the relevant abstract principles to
this controversyl_ if the programs are not
upheld, if Bakke is not reversed, the forward
progress of blacks and othir similarly situ-
ated minorities will tie leveret), stymied.
Indeed, I maintain that the affirmance of
Bakke would ,mean the reversal of affirma-
tive action; it would be an'* bfficially sanc-
tioned signal to turn against blacks in this
country.

What I propose to do, here is,,briefly review
)Bakke and similar related cases; state their
implilations for the higher education of mi-
norities; defend ,special minority admissions
programs; and argue that opposition to such
prograths probably conceals hostility to
blacks.

Bakke and Bal,cond 3.1

Spec ial minority admissions programs are
under attack. ;Ten recent court itises have
challenged their legality. The chall)nges have
thrown a storm cloud over the affirmative
action concept in employment. The deci-
sions in both the eductition and employment
areas are uneven. Overall, blacks and other
minorities have experienced education ad-
vances that are now threatenid considerably
by some of this litigation. Special minority
admissions prograihs and affirmative action
can be defended. Opposittob to special mi-
nority admissions programs and affirmative
action is antil?lack.

I am amazed at the upsurge of interest in
merit and racialjieutrality. This ab-
hors any classification or regulation based on
race or sex. Where were the present holders
of this interest for the past 300 years?

The first court case to capture 'widespread
interest in special minority admissions pro-
grams was DeFunis -u. Odegaard in 1973. In
that case, the Washington State Supreme
Court, applying the "compelling state inter-
est" tests, upheld the special. Admissions poli-
cies-of the University of WashingtonlSchool
of Law. The court maintained that 'the con-
sideration, of racial or -ethnic background as
a factor in the selection of students did not

violatethe equal protection clause of the
state and federal constitutions, notwith-
standing "that, white applicants with higher
test scores were rejected. The U.S. Supremd
Court determined in 1974 not to review the
case on 'its merits because it had become
moot;DeFunis, the person who brought the
suit, was' about td graduate from law schqol.

In Stewart v. New York University, in'1976,
a white female claimed she was not admitted
to a private school because of racial discrimi-
nation. The court held that 42 U.S.C.
§ 1981, which was a part of the 1866 Civil
Rights Act, protected whites as well as mi-
norities, but dismissed plaintiff's, complaint
because she failed ,to show she refas denied
admission solely due to her race ar0 because
she did not show substantial federal funding.
Another white female lost such a suit against
the University of Arkansas LaW School fn
1975 because she failed to prove that she
would have been Icsepga in the absence of
the special admissions program. Another
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-schoi,
Toledo lost such. 'a ih "19/6 on the If

. ground that schools are Not' restri to
purely acidemic arils in their Ws-
'along piocidures, .

Still

.

another white fetti41e lost ati mission
case in I.975 in North .parolina.' e court.:
here decided that nod only .rity and
poverty statuses legitimately we relevimt,
but also stag residency-. and fspring of
alumni statuses in the admiss ri ,process.
The consideration of ,poverty d race was

-given to extend, not deny, a nest. Thus,
only the rational basis lest a lied, not the
strict scrutiny standard. Sp concern for
minorities and the poor w= a legitimate
interest and the admission rogram was ra-
tionally related to, or ter, d, that interest.

. preference for residents w considered rea-
sonable since the school state-sapportect:;*
Since alumni provided ubstantial support
for the school, it was le r timate to give their
Children,special conside tion.

A '60;50 white-nonw
down in Hupart
tion .of COY- of N
school also-failed
tions. ,,Targeting a
dal aid for min
down in the Geo

ite, ratio was struck
and of Highe,r Educe-
York in 197,6! The

'follow its own gula-
efinita amount of, fluan-

rity students was struv&
etown Law School case in

1976, because the court determined that
financial need was not peculiar to. minorities
and that financial assistance should be grant-
ed to -whoever demonstrated need. -Sixty
percent of. scholgrshiii fundi were illocated
to minority law students, although they
made up only 11. percent 'Of the studerit
body.sbNevettlieless, the court conceded the
school might have.to deviate from tradition:
al admisstbn procedures- because of cultural
and social factois that had a negative impact
on minorities.

-L...

In still another Ntw York case in 1976, the
court of appeals, 'applying the "substantial
interest" test, held that ;`reverse disciimina-
Hon" may be constitutional if no "nonracial
or less objectionable racial" classification
would acComplish the same gobs. Neverthe-
less, the court did not make a full determi-
nation op the merits because Alevy, the
complainant, did not piove that lie would

26

intvetxrenradmittedhrtheabEeice-0
'special admissions program.

The above cases set the stage for thetlakke
Case. A number of points should be noted.
First; quitea few white females have chal-
lenged' special minority admissions programs.
This confirms my adumbration at the 1973
American Council On Education geeting
that the feminist movement and.the black
civil-right4 struggle might unforfteately be
on collision coutse. Second, white corn.
plainints should be required to show. injury'
by these programs, and that is not easy to
do. Third, it .is critically important to deter
mine 'whethen minority participation in grad-
uate and professional education can be main-
tained or expanded without taking rave into
account.

The Bakke case is very troubling on the last
two points. Although the superior court
(trial) found that the University of Cali-
forniaDavis Medical School's special admis-
sions program was unconstitutional because
race was considered in the' admission proc-
ess, it held Bakke was n6t entitled to relief
because he failed to prove that he would;
have been admitted were it not for the
program, However, the California Supreme
Court held that the burden of proof was on

. the University of California to establish that
Bakke would not have been admitted even
in the absence ot. a special minority admis-
sions program. The evidence 4S very scant on
this matter, and the issue is irgoeffect stipu-
lated away. However, the California Supreme
Court did afpiy the "compelling statk inter-
est" test and required the school to show
that no less" objectionable alternati4 was
available to increase- minority enrollment in
,the medical school. I submit there dearly -is
not such an available alternative which
means that, a refusal to appipve such pro._
grams is, in effect, to oppos4 the maintain-
ing and expanding or' minority presence hi
the profeasionir. ,

It may be useful to turn now to a discussion
of the implications of the Bakke.case, partic
ularly for legal education and the bar. It is
noteworthy that the deans of the four pub-
licly supported law schools in the state of
California filed an amicus curiae brief in
which they urged the U.S.-Supreme Court to

Education Commission of the States
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-` ---man favirit 'brirertimirrtislite'Itwertie-
. Court of California so that the issue could

be authoritatively resolved upon its merits.
They note that blacks make up barely I.
percent of the legal profession; although
they consti to more than 11 percent a the
population I. would add that, in 196445,
blac law udents constituted 1.3 percent
of e entire law studerit enrollinent that
year In 1974-75, 10 years later, in large
P due to special minority admissions pro-
grams, the petcentage had risen to nearly 5.
The deans say at page 27 of their brief: "If
there is a race-blind'inethod of selection in a
unitary program that will select out a mean-
ingful number of pcirsons from a relatively
small group of minority applicants in compe-
tition with a much larger group bf whites,
we do not know what is is."

I

This conclusion is reached after a fine-tuned
analysis and comparison of the admission
credentials of minority and nonminority
applicants.

, ,.

I must confess that it is troubling for me to
advance the argument here, because I do not
like spreading further on the recordlphe gap
between the admission credentials of blacks
arid whites. I will not demi or falsify the
facts, no matter how unpleasant or embar-
rassing they may be. For example, the mean
score of blacks on the Law Schbol Aptitpte. Test (LSAT) is at least 100 points less than
that of whites. Black 'applicants for medical

40 school in the 1977-78 academic year have
mean scores on the verbal, quantitative and
science parts of the Medical 'Colleges Apti;
tude' Test (MCAT) that range from 102 to
127 points less than thbse ot..whiSe appli-
cants. Although the gap is less,for Ifinsi who
are aetually accepted, it is ktill dear that if
decisions were based primarily upon test
scores, the size of the white pool taken
together with the average test-score compet-
itive advantage of whites, would have prac-
tically eliminated blacks from admission to:
medical schools last fall. And those scores

are not atypical. Admissions based on appli-
cants' grade-point averages in their under
graduate work do not significantly change
the picture.

Now I could discuss and I have discussed
the social and 'cultural bias of standard-

Bakke and Beyond
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Ized tests, including the Scholastic Aptitude/
Test, LSAT and MCAT. These .discussions
are necessary for the self-esteem of blacks.
Our scores just do not look good. HoweYer,
some time ago I vote .that tests and other
norms developed by the dominant white
society will reflect and confirm their values
and evolved skills. Can there really be 'a
serious claim that they should be to the
contrary? I could easily take some cheap
shots at sts, but as I used to say to my
black law tudents, "Black English is lively,
expressive d groovy, but I suggest that
you write ur pleadings, copitiose your
briefs and m e your oral arguments in
standard Englis . You are more likely to
succeed that war." We are going to have to
work at imprOvik our performance on these
felts.

Some people feel that if we do not attack
standardized tests relentlessly we will, be
giving aid, comfort and corroboration to
Arthur Jensen, W. G. Shockley, Richard

`Heanstein and others who have questioned
the innate intelligence of 'blacks., My ap-
proach to tests is like my approach to most
issues involving blacks. I do.not automatical-
ly deny data that adversely reflect upon
blacks, I do check the data very carefully. If
they prove true in some respects, I follow a
course frequently_ followed in law. I "confess
and avoid." It is to be expected that because
of the unequal history that ,blacks have
experienced in this society, a dispropor-
tionate number of us will deviate,from rhite
norms. I will say more about black history
later.

The Bakke Case has already had a chilling
effect ,upon black enrollment in California
law schools, according to a report in the
Chronicle of Higher Education. It is inevit-
able that, in time, if it is not reversed, that
will be the effect throughqut higher educa-
tion. The latent and not so latent racism in
this country will jump out of the cracks in
the wall when it can be camouflaged pr
justified on the pretext that the law of the
land requires it. The separate-but-equal doc-
trine would not llfiye been so detestable but
for the fact that it gave a patina of spurious
evenhandedness to the -blatant oppression
and subjugation of blacks. Some may not
realize it, but in answer to the claim that

.
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segregation laws were designated to oppress
-blacks, Justice Henry B. Brown wrote for
the majority in the Plessy- Ferguson case that
jaws must be "reasonable ... enabted m
good faith ... for the promotion of the pub-
lic good, and not for the annoyance of
oppression of a particular class." Opponents
of affirmative action and special minority
admissigns programs like to refer to and
focus upon the color-blind rhetorical dicta in
-Justice John M. Harlan's dissent in Plessy-
Ferguson. The key thing to focus upon in
that dissent is Justice Harlan's recognition
that "equal" in the separate .!loctrine was a
thin disguise for degrading and treating
blacks as inferiors,

In all candor I' must confess that I am
pro-black. I am deeply committed to meet-

ling the needs and aspirations and to over-
coming the racist oppression of blacks.
Moreover, suppositious talk about t olor-

',blindness and malt strikes me as less than
thinly disguised hostility to blacks. If oppo-
sition to special minority admissions pro-
grams does, not disguise hostility to blacks,
then certainly it discloses a lack of serious-
ness about ficilitating a significant increase
in blacks' access to graduate and profb4onal
schools.

I recognize that no matter how strongly we
might feel on these issues one way or anoth':
er, we are bound to attempt to engage in a
rational discourse. Decisions and reasons
need not always be rationalizations of preju-
dices and self-interest, although- they fre-
quently are. Yet, it is obvious that if one
understands how a given position or propo-
sitionwill serve his personal interestor those
interests with which he closely identifies, he

tend strongly to favor arguments that
support that--position or proposition.: Chaim
Perelman has' noted "that good reasons are
always relative to an audience which %)pre-
ciates, them as such." Thus, our analysis and
interpretation of special minority admissions
programs will be influenced, more or less, by
our perception of thk impikt-of Bakke upon
the interests and values i'e ly,ed deer. Surely
we know that it' is rare fo important
decision not to have conflicting relevant
principles and values. Nevertheless, we must
face the results and consequences of the
decision forthrightly and squarely.

28
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Special minority admissions programs are
definitely needed and are in the, interest of
blacks. Moreover, a decision in favor of the
University of California Board of Regents in
Bakke will not produce the same effects as
Plessy a. Ferguson, because blacks do not
have the power to ,inflict the type of injury
upon whites that whites were authorized to
inflict upon blacks by Plessy's fraudulent
separate-but-equal doctrine.

Special minority admissions programs will
cause minimal injury to whites. Even rtic.
special admissions programs, minorities Will
continue to be a small percentage of the
entering graduate and professional classes
across the country. More, students are ex-
cluded because of other forms of perference
(e.g., those favoring children of influential
legislators -and alumni) than by special ad-
missions programs. Moreover, the standing or
injury problem in Bakke is not just a proce-
dural technicality. Bakke is really not enti-'
tled to relief unless he can prove that he
would have been admitted if there had not
been a special minority admissions program.
The comparatively limited scale of most
minority admissions pro s 'should make

. proof of personal injury very difficult in
pracOcslly all cases..

Legal Defense. I should now like to turn to a
legal defense of special minority admissions
programs. My defense will entail sortie his-
torical exegbsis.

The need and desirability of expanding mi-
nority group participation in graduate and A
professional education can hardly be contest- IF
ed. It is also difficult to challenge whether
this expansion can take place without special
programs and effotts, includingatiffirmative
actierred minority admissions. However, in
dealing with this problem, provisions of the
U.S. Constitution and other legal Materials,
together with certain fundamental principles
of legal analysis and exegesis, must be taken
into account.

Three overlapping and interrelated constitu-
tional arguments can be made in support of
special minority admissions programs. One
the Civil War and Reconstruction Civil
Rights Acts, when construed together and
structurally, lead to the cOnclusion that they

.44
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were adopted and enacted ,primarily f}the
benefit of blacks (freedmen); also, they can
be used for //the benefit of other discrete,
insular, disOyantaged minorities similarly sit-
uated as blacks; and they can be used for-
mally and incidentally for the benefit of any
group subjected to invidious discrimination.
Thus, the primary and secondary purposes
of these laws not only prohibit discrimina-
tion against these groups, but also impose an
affirmative duty upon states to establish and
secure equity and justice to these groupg.
The primary and secondary purposes take
priority over the formal and incidental pur-
poses of these laws.

Two: altholigh the equal' protection clause
of the 14th Amendment may make a clas-
sification based upon race suspect, and thus
subject to rigorous critical scrutiny, when a
compelling legitimate state interest is secured
by the classification, it will be constitution-

.al.

Three: the majority may constitutionally
diicriminate against itself. Professor John
Hart Ely in his 1974, University of Chicagq
Lew Review article, "The Constitutionality
of Reverse Raciarbiscrimination," has stated
this position in th-er'following terms: "Re-
gardless of whether it is wise or unwise, it is
not 'suspect' in a constitutional sense for a
majority, any majority, to discriminate

against itself." This means a minority special
admissions program needs only to pass the
"rational tub" test of constitutionality.

Before setting forth the arguments of the
above three propositions in support4of speciol
minority admissions programs, two general
observation§ must be made about the contex-
tual constraints, upon the explication and
interpretation of legal principles.

First, legal concepts and propositions are
value- and rhetoric-laden. They have the
qualities of what C. L. Stevenson has labeled
as "persuaslye definitions.", In his book,
Ethics and Language, Stevenson writes about
such defmitions "In any 'persuasive defini
tion' the term defined is a familiar one, whose
meaning is both descriptive, and strongly
emotive." For example, whenever "right" is
Used in the law, it not only denotes some
claim recognized and pretwriably enforced by

Bone and Beyond
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the law, but also connOtes,something at is
good and ethically proper. Thus, the very use
of lurch terms "consciously or unconscious-

/ ly ... by (the] interplay between emotive ,

and descriptive meaning" redirects people's

Unfortunately the very use of ..the term
"preferential" tends to invoke a negative
emotional reaction which creates a hostile
attitude toward preferring any individual or
group over another particularly in a 19clety
which professes egalitarianism. This prliblem
is especially troublesome in the context of
admission to college, since public and educa-
tional policy purports to advance

collegeadmission or adtess" to and merit in college
.today.

Moreover, as has been argued by critics' of the
Warren Court, proper admission criteria as
well as legal principles for decision making
should be "neutral." Neutrality is largely an
illusion in both instances. Value choices are
inescapable, both in formulating; legal cone
cepts and principles and in decision making.
Legal' analysis and for that matter public
debate over any issue . can be advanced
rationally and fairly only when value choides
and emotive connotations are brought to the
surface. Even when this desirable state of
disputation and communication is reached,
persuasive arguments always seem to be the
function of an audience that appreciates ot is
sensitive to the values advanced. In most
contexts, very few would object to preferifig
law-abiding citizens over lawbreakers. For
more than spo years the majority of Ameri
cans have had very little difficulty with
preferring whites over blacks. Thus, it is the
attitude of the majority group toward a
minority group that will determine its.reac
tion to compensatory treatment of the latter.

Second, anil related to what has already been
said, all laws in a sense discriminate or make
distinctions. They create classifications, and
classifications, just as conceptions, if they are
meaningful and minimally ambiguous and
vague, include some things and exclude other
things. This is the reason why the Constitu-
tion condemns invidious discrimination or
classification, not discrimination or classifica-
tion per se. Furthermore, it does not follow
from this that all racial classifications are
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necessarily invidious. What the drafters of the
13th, 14th and 15th Ainendmerits were ph-
madly conceNed.with Waiinvidibus discrimi-
nation against freedmen qr blacks. They were
attempting to prevent -the dtriptaient and
enforcement of laws and gra esliat would
denigrate the position of blacks. The black.
Codes and other oppressive activities of the
Confederate ,States after the Civil War not
only clerkigmtect the positions of blacks, hit
also destroyed the lives and property of many
blacks. The historical mistreatment of blacks
and other minority groups supports the prop-
osition that opposition to special minority
admissions programs really provides an excuse
for expressing ah ill will and hostility tow
blacks that already exists.

4,

The Reconstruction Amendments were,adopt-
ed primarily for the benefit of blacks (freed-
men). This does not mean that all Reconstruc-
tion laws were only for the benefit of blacks
or that specific provisions were not primarily
for the benefit of all. What it does mean is
that at the center of the problems and
mischief that the Reconstru
designed to correct were blac

bonp t.

ion laws were
and their sad

Alpe 13th Amendment freed the laves. The
Civil Rights Act of 1866 eitendeicitizenaliP
to blacks, the right to make contracts, to hold
and enjoy property, to ierve as witnesses, and
to enjoy the equal benefits of all limn. It also
provided criminal sanctions for violatipg these
rights.

Except for formally freeing blacks, the 13th.
Amendment and the 1866 Civil Rights Act
remained practically dormant, as far as the
welfare of blacki was concerned, until 102
years later when the Supreme Cotirt held, in
Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409
(1968), that the amendment empowered Con-
gress in the 1466 Act to prohibit private-
individuals ftom discriminating against.. blacks
in the sale of property. The-Court mairitained
that Congress could enact any legislition
appropriate for "abolishing all badges. and
Incidents of slavery." Obviously, this,line of
analysis supports not only reversing discrimi-
nation (special a. izsioris progtarns) but also,
most certainly, ative action programs.;

Some lingering doubts about the conatitution-
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ality of 1866 Civil Rights Act resulted in
the ,propotsalt option and ratification of the
14th Amen ent. The first sentence of this
amendment vetruled the infamous Dred

e Scott gecision and made blacks citizens of the
United States and of the states wherein they
resided. It prohibited abridging Elie privileges
and immunities of citizens of the: United
State, depriving any person of due process of
law and denying any person the equal protec-
tion , of the laws. Although the privileges and
immunities clause was made practically mean-
ingless in 'the Slaughterhouse cases, Justice
Samuel' P. Miller in the course of his opinion
stated that he doubted whether any dIscribi-
4tion directed against a "group other than
"Negroes as a class or on account of their
race, will ever be held to come within the
puryiew of [the equal protection clause] ." He
further stated that the "pervading purpose"
of the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments was
to secure the."freedom of the slave race" and
to protect them "from the oppressions of
those who had formerly exercised unlimited
dominion over him."

011/Pall the provisions of the 14th Amendment,
the due -process clause is least amenable to r
pro-black interpretation. However, although it
is relevant to tine admission, process, it really
does not raise a high hurdle to special
minority admissions.

The '15th Amendment was almost, if not
completely, concerned with protecting the
right of blacks to vote. It prohibited abridging
the right to vote "on account of race, color or
previous condition of servitude." The Ladd
maxim of construction, noscitur a sociis;
makes clear that the 15th Amendment was
primarily, if not entirely, for the benefit of
blacks. It means that words are known from
their accompanying words. Thus, general and ,

specific words capable of analogous meaning,
when associated together, take on meaning
from each other such that general words are
restricted to a sense analogous to the less
general words. "Previous condition of servi-
tude" is less general than "race" and "color."
Foc all practical purposes, at the time of the

;adoption Of the 15th Amendment only blacks
had experienced a previbus condition of
servitude.

36"

In addition to the 1866 Civil Rights Act, six
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other actt were enacted by Congress between
13366/and 1876 that could be characterized as

,4vil rights acts. In 1867, Congress Made the
_ lilestablisament of government in the Confed-

erate States conditional upon the ratification
of hew state constitutions wfit by dele-
gates elected by citizens "of *ever race,
color or previout condition." Two-more Civil
Rights ,Acts wdpreenicted in- 1866, and 1867
to pretent..a. return to slayery in different
disguise . One act prevented and punished
kidnap ; the other abolished and prohib-
ited for ver the syttem of pednage. In 1860,
Congress nnacted the Enforcement Act which
was amended in 1871. This act provided both
civil and criminal relief regainst -those who,
flouted or circumvented the rights secured by
the 14th' and 15th Amendments. in 1871,
Congress enacted the Anti-Ku Klux Klan Act

orOkir to deal comprehensively with the
violerice of the Klan by prbhibiting conspire-

, cies to obstruct justice, to interfere with
elections, and to' deny to any person equal
privileges and immunities. The seventh'
final Civil Rights Act of 1875 p
discrimination on the basis of race or color in
inns, public conveyances.on land or water, the
theater and other places of amusement.

This brief review of the Reconstruction
Amendments and Civil Rights Add is most
important to make credible the contention
that Conifers, in proposing the amendments
and in enacting the acts,- was preoccupied
with the rights and interests of blacks. Struc-
tural analysis of these legal materials means
that when they are all considered together
they require a pro-black interpretation strong-
er: than any single amendment or act alone
may dictate. This is an example of the
modified Euclidean axiom that the whole
may be greater than the sum of the parts.

Constitutional Issnes, here are three major
constitutional issues posed by race-cqnFious,
adthissions programs. The firtts is whether
iacjal classifications are per se invalid. The
second is iyhether they can withstand the
strict scrutiny and compelling state interest
test that is applied when classifications are
based upon suspect classifications suchas race
or touch fundamental rights such as travel.
The third is whether in some Special situa-
tion* race-conscious classifications need only'
meet the "rational basis" test.

Bakke and Beyond
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Redid classifications . are_not invalid per se.
Racial classifications have been resorted to in
order to remedy racial discrimination in both'
public-school desegregation and public-
employnient cases. Busing amd considerations
of racial balance and proportion were upheld
in '1971, in Swann v: Bodrd of Education.
Strict numerical quotas and ratios in luring
minorities have been decreed.or approved by
lower federal courts without, the disapproval
of the U.S. Supreme Court.

Clearly, where injuries and injustices haye -
been inflicted on the basis of race, race
cannot be totally disregarded in compensating
-for or correcting them. The U.S. Supreme
Court h not field that racial 'classificatiOns
are invali er se. The Court- has simply held
that legisla n and state action based upon
racial clhssifidtions carry a very heavy burden
of justification, which must withstand the
most rigorous scrutiny. Thit means the classi-
fication must be proved "necessary to the
accomplishment of some permissible state
objective, independent of the racial discrimi-
nation which it was the object of the' 14th
Amendment to .eliminate." This means the
,classification must be proved "necessary to
promote a compelling governmental interest."

The reversal of discrimination p a compelling
interest. The Supreme Court has not clearly
articulated what is meant by a compelling
governmental interest. In the educational con-

text, a strong argument could be made for the
proposition that integMton is a compelling
governmental Interest.

Thus, special minority admissions prognims
should not be /characterized as "Terse dis-
crimination, but as the "reversal of discrim-
ination." The Washington Supreme Court in
DeFunis found that the state had a compel-
ling state interest in correcting the underrep
resentation of minorities in law schools and
thus in the legal profession. Minorities are
grossly underrepresented throughout higher
education, but particularly in graduate and
professional schools. Professor Ely writes: "If
we are to have even a chance of curing our
society of the sickness of racism we will need
a lot more black professionals. And whatever
the complex of reasons, it seems we will not
get them in the forseeable future unless we

3
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take blackness into account and weigh it
positively when we allocate opportunities."

. . ,

Benign racial classifications are not always
necessarily suspect. Although supporters of
special minority admissions programs usually
believe that the "suspect classification" and
"compelling state interest" tests apply, two
closely related arguments can be made in
support of applying the conventions equal-
protection analysis to benign racial, classifica-
tions. The conventional test requires only a
rational relationship between the classifica-
tion and a legitimate governmental interest.

'First, if blacks and other similarly situated
in orities ate considered as the primary' and

beneficiaries of the Reconstructioncondary
Amendments, including, of course, the equal s

I protection clau*, then racial classifications
i clearly designed to benefit then) would not

/ violate the-4.equal protection of the laws.
I Although on a number of occasions it might

be difficult to determine whether a radial/
classification is clearly designed to benefit a
minority, that is not the situation with special
minority admissions programs. They are de-

/
signed to expand minority-group access to
graduate and professional education.

SeCond, the equal protection requirement

/ tation and oppression by the majority. How-
ever,

is designed to protect discrete,
insular, disadvantaged minorities from exploi:

ever, If a' majority wishes to disadvantage
. itself in order to correct past and present

njustices perpetrated against a minority, then
the equal protection clause ,should not be a
bar.to this legitimate state interest and goal.

r,
Much has already been said to substantiate
the claim that opposition to affirmative
action conceals hostility to blacks. However,
sometimes things are done that hurt affirma-
live action perhaps unintentionally. An exam-
ple is the Minh 18, 1977, New York Times
story of an interview with Joseph A. Califano,
Secretary of the Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare. The title of the story was,
" Califano Says Quotas Are Necessary to
Reduce Bias in Jobs and Sfhools." Yet
nowhere in the story or interview did Califano

fuse the word "quota." A storm of protest
arose and Califano later retracted his sound,

32

strong statements on affirmative action be-
cause of that misleadlag headline.

Frequently in conversations, and by implica-
tion in articles and news stories, affirmative
action and special minority admissions pro-
grams are discussecloas if unqualified employ-
ees .are hired or incompetent sb.tclerits are
admitted. Nothing could be further from the
truth. t _

The recent Gallup Poll, which reports opposi-
tion even by blacks to affirmative action and iv
special minority admissions programs, reflects
the way the issue has been publicized in the 'st
media- If' media talk is constantly of
"quotas," "reverse discrimination," and color-
blindness in the abstract, then it-is natural for ai
there to be considerable. opposition. "Goals"
should be used in place of "quotas"; "reversal 4"v
of discrimination" in place of "reverse dis-
crimination"; and "color-conscious correc-
tion" of color-biased injuries in place of
"color-blindness."

Few people familiar with the basic faCts in
this area believe one can deal effectively with
minority-group access to graduate and partic-
ularly professional schools without taking
ra into account. Special admission of cer-

minorities is necessary in order to correct
th it underrepresentatlon in those schools.

is correction will help accomplish the
compelling state interest of integration (rever-
sal of discrimination) and approximate pro-
portional representation in the professional
classes.

Resistance to these objectives is largely a
vestige of racism. The constitutional barriers
to them are more apparent than real.. The
Ftecorftuction Amendments and Civil Rights
Acts were primarily and secondarily for the

, benefit of4 respectively, blacks and other
discrete, disadvantaged minorities. similarly
situated.

If raCji it regarded as a suspect classification
requiring rigorous scrutiny in preferential
admission programs, it is necessary to accom-
plish tht- compelling state interest of integra-
tion and approximately proportional minority
participation in graduate and professional
education.

38
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Once it is determined that the racial classifica-
tion is benign, it can be argued that the
rational-basis test of constitutionality under
the due process and equal protection clauses
is applicable, which means there only need be
a rational relationship between the classifica-
tion and a legitimate governmental interest or
objective.

Antidiscrimination laws have moved from a
process brientation to a result orientation.
This parallels the movement in school litiga-
tion from desegregation to integration. Clear-
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ing away arbitrary racial barriers, although
necessary, was not sufficient to do justice to
blacks and other opprested minorities. More
and more there has beep an insistence upon
results. Therefore, programs of affirmative
action and minority preferential admissiohs
have been instituted.

. -.
Logically and practically it could not reason-
ably be expected that wrongs that have their
sourckin invidious racial classifications could
be corrected and compensated for without
benignly taking race into account.

It
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REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA v. ,

BAKKE

CERTIORARI TO THE SUPREKE CAMP OF CALIFORNIA.

No. 79 811. Argued Ociobr 12, 1977Decided tune 28,3978
.

The Medical School of -the 'University of California at Davis (hereinafter
Davis) had two admissions programs for the entering class orIbb
studints"--ihi regular admissions program and the special admissions
program. Under the regutar.piocedure, candidates whose overall under-

, gradUate grade Point averages fell below 2.5 on a scale of 4:0, werb
summarily rejected. About ona..out of six applicants was then given
aninteniew, following whith h was rated on a scale of 1 to 100 by
eaehiof the committee members five in 1973 and six in 1974), his 'rating
beingebased on the interviews ' summaries, his overall grade point
average, his science courses grade point average, awl his Medical College
A'dmissions Test (MCAT) scores, letters of recommendation, extracur-
ricular activities,thed other biograitthical data, all of which resulted in-a

. total "benchmark-wore." The fill admission committee. made ,
offers of admission-on the Basis of their review of the apOliCarit's file
and his score, considering and l'etine upon application's as they were

. received. The committee chairman was responsible for placing names
,;. on the waiting list and had 'discretion to include persons with. "special -

It* ' sldlis: separate_ comnlittee, a rriajority..of_wharn mere members of
minority- groups, operatedt,the special' admissions program. The 1973
and 1974 application forms: respectivejy, asked candidates whether they
Wit,heil to be Considered as "economically andiar educationally dis-
advantaged" appliOnts andAembers of a "minority group" (blaelcs,

C Chicanos, Asians, American Indians If an aptlicant of a minority
- group was found to be "disadvanta ," be would 'aerated in a manner

similar to the -one. employed the gepesal Anissions committee.
Special candidates, hoiever, id not have Co meet the 2.5 grade point
cut-off andawere not ranked against candidates in the genernhadmis-
&Mt process. About one fifth of the special 'applicants were invited for
interviews in 1973 And 04, following, which they were given bench -_i

.
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Mark scores, and the top choices were thenTgin,to the general admis-
sions conunittce, which could reject special' candidates for failure to
meet course requirements or, other specific deUtetteier-"Tht: 'sperm ,
committee continued to recommend candidates ;0'16 special admis-
don selbctions lislaeiq made. During a four-year period 63 minority
students were a-Milled to Davis under the speciplprogram' ancr414
under the general program. No. disadvantaged whites were admitted
under the spepial Program, though many applied. flespondent, a white
male, applied to Davis in1973 and 1974, in both years being considered
only under the general admissions program. Though he httd a 468 out
of 500 score in 1973, he was rejecte4 since no general applicants -with
scores less than 470 were being accep'fed after'respondent's application,
which was filed late' in the year, had been processed and:completed, At
that time four special, admission slots were still unfilled. ./In 1974 re-
spondent applied -early; and though he, had a total scare of ,549 ont of
6), he was again rejected. In neither year was his name placed on the
discretionary whiting list. In both years special. applicants were admitted
with significantly.lower scores than respondenth. After his second rejec-
tion, respondent filed This action iu state court: for mandatory injunc-
tive and declaratory relief to compel his admission to Davis, alleging
that the special admissions program operated to exclude hind on the
basis of his race is violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment, a provision of the CaliforniaiConstitution, and
§601 of Title, VI of the Civil Rights AO of 1964, witieh Prayides, inter;
alia, that ,no person shall on the ground of race or color, ea:eluded
from participating in any prograto receiling federal financial ace..
Petitoner eressielaimed for a declaration ;that its _special admissiops pro-
gram was lawful. 31te trial court found tat the special progral oileisted
as a racial quota, because minority applicants in,that program were .

'rated only against one another, and 16!places in the class of 100 were
reserved for I laring that petitioner *could not tabs racbite.__
account in ma ns decisions, the program was held to violate.
the Federal an e Constitutions. and Titlez,VI. Respondent's 'ad-
mission wag not red, howevei, for lick ofproof that he would have

t-

. . been gdmitted but for the special program. The Californie Supreme Court,
, . applfmg* a strict-scrutiny standard, concluded that thi\special admis... ' siops program was not the least intrusive means of achieving the goals

. - of .the admittedly compelling state interests of iintegrating the medical
ession gad increasing the number of doctors willing to serve minor-

ity s. Without' using on the state conatitutiongl or federal
. . . ,statutory grounds the court held dial: petitioner's special admissions

pmgram ilikted the &Id Protection aause. Since petitioner could

. .
16
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not satisfy its b*Eeo d:d': emonstri% ting
. :

that respondent, absent the spe-
cial ,program;; would.-bdt have 'admitted, the court ordered his
achtimion'to Davis. '1... .., ; '. '

1 ..,

Hitt 1: .The jiidiment below is affirmed insofar as it,oiders respondent's
admission to Davis and invalidates petitioner special effihissions pro- .

grain,'but is reversed insofar as it prohibits petitioner fr na ng race;
st into account as a. factor in its future admissionedecisioni.
. 18 Catt.Sd 34, 553 P. 2d 1152, affifmed in part andre0 in part. .

MR. JUSTICE POWELL conclicded:
1. Title VI proscribes only those racial classificaiians alit would vio-

late the Eqhal Protection. Clause if employerby a State or its agencies.

t"

Pp. 12-18.
1 2. Racial and ethnic classifications of any oort are inherently ,guspect \

4ift, call for the most exacting judiCiat'lertitiny. ..While tbe goal of
ac 'eying a diverse studen,t body is ,sufficiently compelling to 'justify
consideration of race in admissions decisions wider some circumstances,
petitioner's speCial admissions programrwhich forecloits consideration to

,persons like respondent, is unnecessary 40 the achievement of this com-
pelling goal and therefore ,invalid under the Equal Protection Clause.
Pp. 18-49, .

.., ...

3. Since petitioner could not satisfy its burden of proving that respond-,
ent would not have been admitted even.lf tberi had been no special
_admissions program, he must, be admitted. P4,49. ....

MR. JUSTICE BitkINAN, MR. AtiTlek l'ilyrrp;/41a. JustrEltuts14,43,14.

*7 '-' and MR. JUSTICE BLACKMUN eons 4 0 . ./1
1.'Title VI proscribes only 'Me racial classifications that would vie:

. late the Equal Protection Clause if employed by a State or its agencies: ,
i At. Pp. 4-31. U.. . (

-1 2. Racial classifications call fop strict judicial scrutiny. konaltellib.6,
.

the purpose of overeoding substantial, chrdnirmlilority undeirepresenli-
,

tion in tbe medics profession is sufficiently importint Ili _justify, peti-
tioner's remedial 1e of race. Thus, thelfidgment beloW must be
reversed in that it prohibits race..from being used* af,actdr.in' unirjoity -

admimions. Pp. 31-55. .1 a` 'L : .

Mn. JUSTICE Smalls, join id by Tut dimilUsists, M. 10wrica '. '
STEWART, and Ma. Just= B*FINQUIST, being' Othe view that whether

v .
race can ever be a factor in an admissions ioli.,(inot in issue beret;
that Title VI applies; and that mspondelit srjuweiscluded from bolds

.. in violation of Title VI, coheurs in tbe-CoUrit judgment insofar asit

, affirms the judgment.of thocourt below orchtftipespondent f

. Davis. Pp.. t-14. - .' -1. "

admittedo
. -;,, .
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' Powpa., 3.,iannouneed,,the Court'e ju dgment and filed an opinion
express* his .views of the case, Parts 1, MA, and VAC of which

'A Wlitrkst, Pain; and in Farts."( y-G of Which BRENNAN; biansustz
and Bti-sqnstuu, J.f.; jiiss,4 Aszattellte, Wolin., tibossua.t,.and BLACK..s

_ atm ..r.r., filed an opiniii4iscurring in de judgment in part and dis-
wales in part. Worri,,,Plistsettsiz, and BLACt:MUN, U., filed separatf

e opinions. STEVENS, $,,, Mea ad opinion .concurring in the judgment isf part
and dissenting'Inpart;inihich BURGER, C. 3., and &sweat and BERN
Was JJ471qed E 4 1. .
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